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ABSTRACT

Microwave and millimeter wave synthetic aperture radar (SAR)-based imaging
techniques, used for nondestructive evaluation (NDE), have shown tremendous
usefulness for the inspection of a wide variety of complex composite materials and
structures. Studies were performed for the optimization of uniform and nonuniform
sampling (i.e., measurement positions) since existing formulations of SAR resolution and
sampling criteria do not account for all of the physical characteristics of a measurement
(e.g., 2D limited-size aperture, electric field decreasing with distance from the measuring
antenna, etc.) and nonuniform sampling criteria supports sampling below the Nyquist
rate. The results of these studies demonstrate optimum sampling given design
requirements that fully explain resolution dependence on sampling criteria. This work
was then extended to manually-selected and nonuniformly distributed samples such that
the intelligence of the user may be utilized by observing SAR images being updated in
real-time. Furthermore, a novel reconstruction method was devised that uses components
of the SAR algorithm to advantageously exploit the inherent spatial information
contained in the data, resulting in a superior final SAR image. Furthermore, better SAR
images can be obtained if multiple frequencies are utilized as compared to single
frequency. To this end, the design of an existing microwave imaging array was modified
to support multiple frequency measurement. Lastly, the data of interest in such an array
may be corrupted by coupling among elements since they are closely spaced, resulting in
images with an increased level of artifacts. A method for correcting or pre-processing the
data by using an adaptation of correlation canceling technique is presented as well.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol

Description

a

Aperture Dimension (mm)

δ

Resolution

∆

Step Size or Change (Context Sensitive)

λ

Wavelength

f

Frequency (Hz)

ω

Frequency (rad/s)

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform

FPGA

Field Programmable Gate Array

M1

Method 1, spectral estimation using interpolation

M2

Method 2, spectral estimation using the NUFFT

M3

Method 3, spectral estimation using SSBW reconstruction

M4

Method 4, MSBW reconstruction

Mi

Collector correction using inverted system parameters

Md

Collector correction using correlation matrices directly

Ms

Collector correction only using complex scalar coefficients

MSBW

Multi-Spatial Bandwidth

NFFT

Nonuniform Fast Fourier Transform

NUFFT

Nonuniform Fast Fourier Transform

PU

Phase Uncertainty

SAR

Synthetic Aperture Radar

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

SSBW

Single Spatial Bandwidth

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. MICROWAVE AND MILLIMETER WAVE IMAGING
Microwaves (300 MHz – 30 GHz) and millimeter waves (30 GHz – 300 GHz)
correspond to a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that are intrinsically useful for
the imaging of dielectric materials [1]. Their ability to propagate through dielectric
materials and reflect from dielectric interfaces make them useful for the evaluation of a
wide range of structures, including (but not limited to) concrete [2] and composite
structures [3]. They also have useful applications including (but not limited to) throughwall imaging [4]; medical imaging [5]-[7]; aerospace [8]-[10]; and the detection of
contraband [11].
Microwave and millimeter wave imaging technologies can be sorted into three
categories: 1) near-field imaging, 2) lens-focused imaging, and 3) synthetically focused
imaging. Near-field imaging is such that the microwave probe (e.g., open-ended
waveguide), operating at a single frequency or within a specified operating bandwidth, is
placed very near or in contact with the sample under test (SUT). The distance between
the SUT and the microwave probe is called the liftoff or standoff distance, which is
naturally small compared to the operating wavelength. The microwave signal emitting
from a probe, is perturbed by the SUT and then received by the same probe or another
corresponding to monostatic or bistatic measurements, respectively. For example, one
practical near-field imaging application is to determine corrosion under paint [12].
Features in the resultant image correspond to the geometry of the probe (i.e., the aperture
or edge of the probe). Consequently, this methodology requires a spatially dense
sampling to ensure that features in the image are accurately obtained. This methodology
may also be used for non-imaging applications like the evaluation of electrical (i.e.,
dielectric properties) and geometrical (i.e., thickness) of layered structures [13] and crack
detection [14].
Lens-focused imaging works by focusing single frequency or narrow bandwidth
electromagnetic energy emitted from some antenna through a dielectric lens to a small
region (spot size) in space located at the focal point of the lens. The width of the spot
size corresponds to the obtainable spatial resolution. The reflection from the SUT returns
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back through the lens to the original antenna. In typical applications, the surface of the
SUT is placed at the focal point of the lens. Lens-focused imaging applications are
typically limited to single frequency or narrow bandwidth operation due to the inherent
frequency sensitivity of the lens (i.e.; the lens is a resonant structure). High-resolution
images have been obtained for spray-on-foam-insulation (SOFI) used for the fuselage of
the Space Shuttle [8] and the low-density ceramic tiles for the Orbiter of the Space
Shuttle [9]. However, to image a 2D area, the lens must be moved in small increments
equal to or less than the spot size. This may lead to excessively long scan times especially
for the inspection of large structures. Although volume images are possible with lensfocused imaging, the range-resolution is limited by the focal depth and it would require
rescanning the same area with a different liftoff.
Synthetically focused imaging can produce high-resolution volume images. The
focusing necessary for producing high-resolution images is performed synthetically (i.e.,
mathematically) using measurements obtained by real antennas corresponding to
monostatic or bistatic measurements. The essence of synthetic focusing is to phase-match
the data to a specific focal point in space and then coherently sum the data [15]. The
result is such that all signals originating from that point in space add up constructively
whereas signals originating from elsewhere add up destructively. An image is formed
after repeating this synthetic focusing process for all points in the volume of interest. The
specific advantages of synthetic focusing are: 1) volume images when bandwidth is
considered, 2) high spatial resolution, 3) less sensitivity to liftoff, 4) reduced density of
spatial measurements without loss of information, and 5) reduced time for measurement.
This synthetic focusing process is similar regardless of modality of measurement.
Hence, different optimizations or modifications of the focusing process for one modality
may be useful for another. Furthermore, the synthetic focusing approach is named
differently according to the modality used. For instance, airborne and space-borne radars
use synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [16]-[17]. This is so named since single antenna radar
measurements have an angular resolution inversely proportional to size of the antenna for
a given frequency (i.e., related to the half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of the antenna)
[18]. Thus, to achieve a fine resolution, a large antenna must be constructed. Using SAR,
an antenna with a very large aperture can be synthesized from many individual
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measurements using an antenna with a much smaller aperture. Hence, a synthetic aperture
may be created for equivalent radar measurements. Similarly, there is ground penetrating
radar (GPR) that launches electromagnetic waves into the ground rather than in space
and may be modified to handle stratified materials [19]-[21]. Furthermore, synthetic
focusing performed using ultrasonic testing (UT) uses the same process and is commonly
referred to as synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT) [22]. Instead of antennas, UT
has ultrasonic transducers that (like antennas) must be relatively large to make a
sufficiently small spot-size necessary for fine resolution. Since this modality is quite
popular, different optimizations have been performed to improve measurement and
processing speeds [23]. For microwave and millimeter wave imaging, the process may be
called microwave holography or as SAR-based imaging methods [11],[24]-[25].
Hereafter, synthetic focusing processing for microwave imaging will be referred to as
SAR.

1.2. PREVIOUS WORK
SAR-based microwave and millimeter wave imaging techniques have been
successfully employed for many applications including (but not limited to): medical
imaging, detection of contraband, through-wall imaging, and aerospace imaging. For
medical imaging, it has been shown that fatty tumors in breasts have detectibly different
dielectric properties than the surrounding tissue resulting in bright indications (after
essentially using SAR) [5]. Detection of contraband, using a rapid and high-resolution
millimeter wave imaging systems, is now a standard practice at airports [11]. Throughwall imaging uses the same processes as above, but may also accommodate for the
dissimilarity between the wall and air [4]. Aerospace applications for microwave and
millimeter wave imaging have proven to be useful for challenging applications such as
the inspection of heat insulating composites applied to space vehicles (e.g., heat tiles) [8][9].
Much work has already been performed in the field of SAR thereby producing a
plethora of diverse algorithms. SAR algorithms can be broadly categorized into two main
categories: spatial focusing and focusing through spectral decomposition. Spatially-
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focused SAR is a rudimentary form of focusing that computes every pixel in the image as
a simple coherent sum of phase-matched raw data as it was measured in space [15]. It has
the distinct advantage of being simple to understand and robust, although it can be very
slow since the order of operations of the SAR algorithm grows by the square of the
number of samples considered (i.e., N2). The second broad category accommodates
focusing after spectral decomposition (i.e., the data has been transformed into its spatial
spectrum) that has the distinct advantage of being fast by using fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithms [11]. Consequently, the order of operations for the same input data set
decreases considerably (i.e., Nlog2N). These methods employ frequency-wavenumber or
F-K algorithms for those familiar with GPR [20]. However, the same algorithms are
called Omega-K or ω-k by those familiar with SAR [17]. Being that there is a significant
push in the industry for real-time imaging, only the fast SAR algorithms using spectral
decomposition may be considered practical. Hereafter, these SAR algorithms are referred
to as fast SAR algorithms.
There exists many fast SAR algorithms (i.e., those employing spectral
decomposition) and they can be further subdivided according to the method of spectral
decomposition and the method of forming the image from the spectral decomposition
(hereafter referred to as image formation). Let us assume that measurements are
conducted at a frequency of f on some area constrained to the xy plane called the
aperture, and the output image is in the volume xyz. Spectral decomposition is
responsible for converting measurements performed in (x, y, f) to those in (kx, ky, f),
where k represents the spatial frequency respective to its coordinate axis. The selection of
a particular spectral decomposition method largely depends upon the spatial sampling
technique used to obtain the measured data and the nature of the data itself (i.e., the data
is a function of the SUT). For instance, uniform rectilinear area sampling of the input
data can simply use the FFT (i.e., FFT-based methods) [11],[25]. However, nonuniform
area sampling of the measured data requires use of the nonuniform discrete Fourier
transform (NDFT), which is generally slow. However, the NDFT can be accurately
approximated by the nonuniform fast Fourier transform (NFFT or NUFFT) [26], and thus
speed and efficiency are retained (i.e., NUFFT-based methods). If input data is
deliberately under-sampled in the spatial domain, Fourier-based [27] and Compressive
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Sensing (CS) reconstruction methods exist [28] to recover an estimate of the spectral
decomposition from the under-sampled data using regularization techniques. Also,
reconstruction methods can be specifically tailored to other constraints (e.g., the output
volume image is known to be sparse). The above methods are only a few examples of
those available.
Image formation is typically independent from the method of spectral
decomposition. It is responsible for converting the spectral decomposition in (kx, ky, f) to
an image in (x, y, z). It does so by determining the range spatial frequency kz from the
input (kx, ky, f) by using the dispersion relation, which is a function of material properties
(i.e., propagation velocity) [11], thereby giving the F-K or ω-k algorithm its name. The
result is a new dataset sampled as (kx, ky, kz). The sampling along kz after the dispersion
relation is nonuniform even though sampling along kx and ky are uniform. For fast SAR,
two general classes of methods exist to use the result of the dispersion relation, even
though the outcome of the dispersion relation is mathematically identical across methods.
One class of methods uses what is called Stolt interpolation (i.e., Stolt interpolation
methods), which resamples the nonuniform kz onto uniform kz by the use of interpolation
methods [29]. Thus, after Stolt interpolation, to obtain an image in (x,y,z) one must
simply perform one last inverse 3D FFT on the now uniformly sampled data. However,
great care must be taken to utilize a proper interpolation method and to uniformly sample
kz sufficiently dense, otherwise shading may be introduced into the image thereby hiding
or obscuring useful image information [29]. The other class uses the NUFFT which does
not perform interpolation (i.e., NUFFT methods). Instead it performs an inverse 1D
NUFFT along nonuniform kz to obtain uniform z [30]. Hence, the last step of the
algorithm is to perform an inverse 2D FFT along kx and ky to obtain an image in (x,y,z).
This class of methods is generally regarded as superior since the error incurred by
interpolation simply does not occur; hence, images are free from interpolation-induced
shading or errors [30].
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1.3. CURRENT WORK
There is a significant push, in many industries and for many applications, to
provide images for microwave and millimeter wave NDE in real-time or near real-time.
Therefore, every step in the image production process should be well understood and
optimized while simultaneously preserving image quality. This has great impact on the
sampling requirements associated with the input data and the algorithm itself to provide a
desired output image. This dissertation is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the optimization of 2D uniform sampling to make 3D SAR
images. Although there is much in the published literature describing these fast SAR
algorithms, their sampling requirements, and their expected output; it was discovered that
by performing uniform spatial sampling at a step-size corresponding to the expected
theoretical resolution (i.e., Nyquist rate) that the obtainable resolution is always worse
than reported in the literature [25]. It is also useful to know the specific penalties that
would be experienced if intentional under-sampling is performed. This way the number
of measured points may be significantly reduced and, hence, the acquisition time may be
reduced as well. This section describes a detailed investigation into a more accurate
derivation of resolution for SAR; a simulation of an ideal point-target to study the
interrelation of uniform sampling step size, target distance, and image metrics
quantitatively describing image quality; and verification of the simulation results
thorough experiments.
Section 3 discusses the use of 2D nonuniform sampling since in the literature this
method has been shown to support sampling densities lower than the Nyquist rate [31].
This section provides a similarly detailed and executed investigation as before into
different methods used for nonuniform reconstruction including: natural neighbor
interpolation [32], area-weighted Fourier integration (i.e., no reconstruction), and
Fourier-based reconstruction using two estimates to enforce a single spatial bandwidth
[27]. A detailed investigation was performed for each reconstruction method using an
ideal point-target regarding mean nonuniform sampling step size, target distance, and
image metrics quantitatively describing image quality [26]. Again, results are
corroborated by experiments.
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Section 4 discusses the weaknesses of single spatial bandwidth reconstruction and
describes and demonstrates the efficacy of a novel multi-spatial bandwidth reconstruction
that greatly increases image fidelity especially for SUTs that have targets near and far
from the aperture [33]. The old and new nonuniform methods are demonstrated and
compared for various SUTs including scatterers supported in air by foam pillars and two
samples consisting of rebar in mortar previously used in [2]. This discussion is continued
in the Appendix.
Section 5 describes the necessary modifications to an existing real-time
microwave camera to support multi-frequency measurements. The microwave camera
could not immediately support multi-frequency measurement as it had been specifically
designed for single frequency measurement [34]-[35]. It was intended that this
microwave camera be used to demonstrate the efficacy of more advanced data correction
methods similar to [36] that attempt to determine and correct for coupling between
measurement locations in an imaging array. The modifications to the microwave camera
were a direct result of thorough signal analysis. This section also serves to describe
important system behavior that must be understood and quantified for proper system
design. This section is provided to completely describe the system before it is used in the
next section.
Section 6 describes the efficacy of different data correction methods used to
correct the data from a 2D microwave imaging array (e.g. microwave camera) in
preparation for SAR image processing. A correction method based on the general
correlation canceller [37] was derived to specifically quantify coupling in the microwave
camera resulting from mutual coupling between array elements and poor isolation
internally in the system. Results include simulation and experiment.
Finally, section 7 summarizes the investigation and suggests future improvements
regarding the diverse facets for real-time microwave and millimeter wave imaging.
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2. OPTIMUM 2D UNIFORM SPATIAL SAMPLING FOR MICROWAVE SARBASED NDE IMAGING SYSTEMS
2.1. INTRODUCTION
Microwave and millimeter wave imaging techniques for nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) using 3D SAR processing have shown great promise in a wide range of
applications, including but not limited to imaging of composite structures [3] and low
dielectric-contrast media [8],[10]. These techniques utilize either a real aperture,
composed of many antennas mounted next to one another, or a synthetic aperture,
generated by raster scanning a single antenna. It is of great interest to optimize the
measurement step size on a 2D grid for a wideband microwave 3D SAR imaging system,
capable of producing volumetric images, for a wide range of possible targets. This
optimization reduces system complexity, required resources, and imaging time.
Figure 2.1 shows the schematic of a typical measurement used in NDE imaging
applications where a transceiver antenna (not shown), with a certain beamwidth (θb), is
raster-scanned over the target at a certain distance/range (h). This scanning region
constitutes the dimensions of the measurement aperture. In general, the measurements
taken at coordinates (x′, y′) are constrained to a uniform rectangular grid bounded by
sides ax and ay with measurement spacing of ∆x′ and ∆y′ in the x and y directions,
respectively. Alternatively, this aperture may be constructed as a collection of small
antennae constituting an imaging array. Such an aperture is considered a real aperture
whereas an aperture formed by raster scanning is a synthetic aperture. In either case, the
measurement consists of measuring the complex microwave reflection coefficient (or
scattered electric field distribution) over a set of discrete frequencies (f) in a desired
bandwidth. The use of SAR techniques for NDE applications is somewhat unique since
the aperture is relatively small and the relative target distance/range (h) is also small as
compared to typical SAR applications in airborne or space-borne radars.
Spatial resolution and optimum sampling requirements for SAR images have been
extensively discussed in the literature [16], [11], [24]. However, spatial resolution, as
described, is not necessarily what is observed in practice for NDE, as will be shown later.
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Figure 2.1. 2D scanning system inspecting a target below (units are in λ).

The spatial resolution is typically defined as the half-power width of a point target. For a
3D image, the point target is contained within a volume with certain widths in each
coordinate direction, such that the widths are labeled as (δx, δy, δz). The widths in each
direction correspond to the spatial resolution in that direction. It is the de facto standard
in literature to sample the aperture at step sizes less than or equal to the theoretical
resolution (i.e., ∆x′ = δx), which is equal to the Nyquist rate. However, it is shown in this
section that sampling at the theoretical resolution leads to spatial broadening of the spotsize of a point target in a SAR image. Consequently, the image’s best resolution is always
broader than the theoretical resolution if sampling is performed at the Nyquist rate. To
the author’s knowledge there is no adequate description of either resolution or optimal
sampling for wideband SAR imaging systems used in NDE.
The objective of this study is to formulate a more accurate description of
resolution and determine the optimum uniform 2D spatial sampling of an aperture for a
3D microwave SAR imaging system used for and relevant to NDE applications. Spatial
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sampling is an important parameter since the electric field reflected/scattered from a
target can only be measured for a finite number of samples over a finite aperture due to
the fact that there are obvious hardware, dataset, and time constraints. Therefore, it is of
particular interest to optimally reduce the number of measured 2D spatial samples while
preserving the image quality. Such a reduction in the number of samples is particularly
useful for real-time systems [35]. The study into the optimal uniform spatial sampling
may be performed by first establishing metrics describing image quality as a function of
both distance between the target and the aperture (h) and measurement sampling step size
(∆x′ and ∆y′). In this study, and without the loss of generality, the process is simplified by
considering a square instead of a rectangular aperture such that ax = ay = a and ∆x′ = ∆y′.
This study uses two specific metrics, namely; spatial resolution of the image as defined
by the half-power width of a point target (δx), as shown in Fig. 2.2, and image RMS error
(E2) as compared to an image produced by a densely-sampled aperture, where E2 is based
on the l2-norm, identical to what is used in [38]:

∑ ∑ ∑ ( I (x , y , z ) − s ( x , y , z ) )

2

E2 =

x∈x y∈y z∈z

∑∑∑

I (x , y , z )

2

(1)

x∈x y∈y z∈z

where I is an ideal volumetric image generated from densely-sampled measurement data
and s is a volumetric image created by data sampled at different step sizes. For the
purpose of direct comparison both images are sampled at ∆x, where ∆x is the image
sampling step size (representing image pixel size). For I, we sample the data at ∆x′ = ∆x
≈ 0.05λ (i.e., densely sampled). For s, ∆x′ varies for the purpose of calculating E2. The
mapping of ∆x′ to ∆x is performed by the NUFFT as will be explained later.
Therefore, we first describe the 3D SAR algorithm used in this study followed by
a formulation of the spatial resolution. This is followed by a description of the simulation
procedure used to generate data and images, and then evaluate those images according to
the above metrics as a function of ∆x′ and h. Experimental results are obtained and
compared to the simulated results. Finally, design curves and procedures are given for
selecting sampling step size as per resolution requirements.
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Figure 2.2. Resolution as defined by the half-power width.

2.2. IMPLEMENTED 3D SAR ALGORITHM
The 3D SAR algorithm used in this study is based on the ω-k algorithm [17],
which is suitable for stationary stepped frequency electric field measurements. It is a
well-known 3D SAR algorithm that maps non-uniform range spatial frequency numbers
(kz) to a uniform grid. This mapping can be performed using Stolt interpolation [11], [24],
[39] or the 1D NUFFT [30]. Interested readers are referred to the respective references
for more information on the ω-k algorithm. Hence, only modifications to the algorithm,
unique to this particular study, are provided here. Also, the NUFFT algorithm used in this
section is similar to the well-known NFFTH in [40], where the NFFTH is a fast and
accurate approximation to the nonuniform discrete Fourier transform (NDFT). However,
the SAR algorithm below uses σ = 2 and m = 12 where σ is the oversampling factor and
m is the overlap factor [40], which makes the NUFFT nearly identical to the NDFT such
that the RMS error is less than -100 dB.
This section uses the SAR algorithm outlined in Fig. 2.3, which is unique in three
ways. First, for spectral decomposition [41], a cross-range NUFFT is performed along x
and y instead of an ordinary Fast Fourier Transform (FFT):
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D (k x , k y , f ) = F xy {d (x ′, y ′, f

)}

(2)

where Fxy is the 2D NUFFT along x and y. This enables the SAR algorithm to project
measurement spatial coordinates (primed) onto spatial frequency image coordinates that
relate directly to the image coordinates (unprimed). Consequently, the 2D NUFFT
provides for a more general Fourier Transform by keeping the selection of (x′, y′)
independent from the selection of (x, y). The second difference in the algorithm is that the
measurement data is low-pass filtered to remove the resulting redundancy in the 2D
spectral domain occurring when ∆x′ is larger than ∆x. The relevant portion of the
measurement spectrum (bounded by ±π/∆x′) is smaller than the range of the image
spectrum (bounded by ±π/∆x). Therefore, only spatial frequencies with value less than
Ω = π/∆x′ are desired and retained using the low-pass filter FΩ:
D L (k x , k y , f ) = D (k x , k y , f ) ⋅ FΩ (k x , k y )

(3)

The third difference relates to image formation in that an inverse 1D NUFFT is
performed along the range spatial frequency numbers (kz) similar to [30] instead of using
Stolt interpolation:
S (k x , k y , z ) = Fz

−1

{D (k
L

x

, k y , k z )}

(4)

Stolt interpolation is the interpolation of non-uniformly spaced samples along kz onto
uniformly spaced samples along kz before an FFT is performed. Since Stolt interpolation
is not used or necessary in this case, the phenomena known as shading [29] in the volume
image is avoided. Not using a sufficiently dense uniform sampling for kz or not using a
sufficiently accurate interpolator causes shading. Shading manifests itself by adding
artifacts to the volumetric image that appear as clouds that obscure and conceal relevant
features in the image.
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d(x′,y′,f)
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D(kx,ky,f)
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kz ← kz(f)
DL(kx,ky,kz)

S(kx,ky,z)

SAR Image

s(x,y,z)

Figure 2.3. SAR ω-k algorithm with 2D and 1D NUFFT to compare densely sampled
data with sparsely sampled data.

2.3. FORMULATION OF SAR SPATIAL RESOLUTION AND CORRECTIONS
FOR NDE IMAGING
Spatial resolution (δx), defined by the half-power width of a point target as shown
in Fig. 2.2, is a function of center frequency (f) with a corresponding wavelength of (λ),
aperture size (a), antenna beamwidth (θb), and distance to target (h), as shown in Fig. 2.1.
A formulation for spatial resolution follows according to [11]. To simplify the
formulation, we only consider the x′ direction since the resolution is the same in both the
x′ and y′ coordinate directions for the assumed square aperture. This simplification
reduces the formulation of resolution to a one-dimensional problem. Let d(x′) be the
measurement of the electric field reflected/scattered from an ideal point target located at
(x′ = 0, y′ = 0, z′ = h). Also, let the antenna radiate within the beamwidth of θb meaning
that the antenna does not radiate outside of a range equal to length b located a distance h
from the aperture, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Therefore, d(x′) can be expressed as:
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(

exp j 2 k x ′ 2 + h 2
d (x ′) = 
0

)

x′ ≤

l
2

| l = min( a , b )

otherwise

(5)

where k = 2π/λ. The Fourier transform of d(x′) is D(kx), which is a collection of sinc
functions. However, simplifying the expression for D(kx) after SAR focusing results in a
uniform and bounded function:


1
D (k x ) = 
0


kx ≤

(2 k )
( 2l )2 + h 2
l
2

| l = min (a , b )

(6)

otherwise

D(kx) can then be expressed in terms of the rect function:
 k 
D ( k x ) ∝ rect  x 
 2πυ 

(7)

where υ may be either expressed by linear dimensions or by angles:

υ=

(2 k )
( 2l )2 + h 2
l
2

π

υ=

4 sin(θ2 )

λ

| l = min( a , b )

| θ = min(θ a ,θ b )

(8)

(9)

where θa is the angle subtending the aperture, as illustrated in Fig 2.1:

θ a = 2 tan − 1 (a 2 z )

(10)

The Fourier transform of the rect function is a well-known sinc function:
s ( x ) = sinc (υ x )

(11)
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where the output s(x) is proportional to the focused scattered electric field from the point
target. The resolution is then determined by the half-power width of s(x). Consequently,
after squaring s(x) and finding the half-power width, the resolution may be expressed as
stated in [11]:

δ xo =

λ
| θ = min (θ a , θ b )
4 sin (θ 2 )

(12)

This means that point targets far from the aperture appear larger than closer targets (i.e.,
see (10)).
Equation (12) neglects two physical phenomena that affect resolution for NDE
imaging systems, namely; a) the highest spatial frequency as measured by the 2D
aperture, and b) the magnitude of a round-trip reflected field from a target reduces as the
inverse square of the target distance. To address the first point, this phenomenon only
influences aperture-limited cases such that the target distance (h) is far from the aperture
as seen from the bounds of (5). Consequently, a is smaller than b and θa is smaller than
θb, therefore, we need to only consider a and θa. Furthermore, (12) was formulated as a
one-dimensional problem as was in [11], which is only valid for a linear aperture (1D)
and not a 2D aperture. The direct extension of the 1D to a 2D formulation assumes the
aperture boundary is circular. This bound is illustrated as the smaller circle with diameter
a in Fig. 2.4. However, we know that the highest spatial frequency influencing (5) as
measured by a square aperture is in the corner of the square, also as shown in Fig. 2.4.
However, the highest spatial frequency in the corner does not represent a large area
portion of the aperture. Therefore, the cutoff spatial frequency affecting (5) may be
represented by a weighted sum. A simple way to determine the impact of the weighted
sum on a new effective aperture size (a′) is to scale the area of a square aperture with
dimension a onto a circle of diameter a′ as follows:

a′ =

4/π a

(13)
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Equation (13) would then be used in (10) to compute θa, and this represents a square
aperture correction to (12). This correction is only applicable to square apertures and to
distances far from the aperture.

Highest
Frequency
a′/2
a/2

Figure 2.4. Aperture representing the highest spatial frequency is a circle with diameter
a′, which is larger than a.

The second point addresses the influence of the reduction in magnitude of the
reflected/scattered electric field from a target as a function of target distance. Here, it was
assumed that the target is near the aperture but still in the far-field of the individual
antenna used in a real or synthetic array. The field reduction is due to the fact that the
reflected field decreases by 1/r from the measuring antenna to the target and then the
reflected field from the target further decreases by a scalar 1/r as the field travels back to
the measuring antenna, where r is the distance between the target and the measuring
antenna. This phenomenon is significant only for targets close to the measuring aperture,
which is unique to NDE applications. Consequently, measured targets have an additional
“aperture” effect of 1/r2. If we match the half-power width of 1/r2 to a sinc function, then
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we can accommodate this 1/r2 effect by a convolution of (7) with the following simple
rectangular function in the 2D spectral domain:

 hk 
E ( k x ) ∝ rect  x 
 π 

(14)

Thus, we may approximate this 1/r2 effect by replacing υ in (7) with υ′:

υ′ =υ +

1
2h

(15)

The corrected theoretical resolution, δxc, in terms of δxo is then expressed as:

δ xc =

2 hδ xo
2 h + δ xo

(16)

Consequently, (16) may be referred to as the attenuating field correction to (12), which is
applicable to systems with measuring antennas relatively close to the target as
encountered in typical NDE applications.
Figure 2.5 shows the theoretical resolution as shown in (12) from [11], δxo; the
theoretical resolution after the far-field approximation from reference [24] that is similar
to [16], δxf; and the corrected theoretical resolution using (13) and (16), δxc. An
expression for δxf follows [24]:

δ xf =

λh
2a

(17)

Two other curves are shown but will be described in detail later. These are the actual
resolution computed from numerical simulation (δx) and a reference line representing an
optimal sampling (∆x′). If one were to observe a point target at a distance h = 10λ, then
each expression for resolution will represent a different estimate of the half-power width
of a point target. The largest estimate at this distance is δxo = 0.55λ – all other expressions
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are approximately 0.5λ. One can see that all expressions increase with h (e.g., resolution
degradation). This is due to the fact that as h increases, the aperture becomes the limiting
factor in the above equations. Consequently, as a and θa decrease, the spot size of a point
target increases. Furthermore, as h continues to increase, the far-field approximation (δxf)
converges to δxo, however, the far-field approximation is not valid for targets near the
aperture. Note that the corrected theoretical resolution (δxc) is always smaller than δxo.
This is due to the fact that both the square aperture correction in (13) and the attenuating
field correction in (16) reduce δxc, even though (13) is dominant far from the aperture and
(16) is dominant near the aperture. This is an important consideration for NDE imaging
applications and systems. One can also see that the corrected theoretical resolution (δxc) is
much closer to the simulated (δx).
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Figure 2.5. Resolution as defined by the half-power width for multiple theoretical
definitions and simulated (δx).
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2.4. SIMULATION PROCEDURE
An extensive simulation was performed to verify the above formulation of
resolution and to study the effect of sampling on the final SAR image. This simulation
included a point target location (h) in the range of 0.5λ to 20λ in increments of 0.5λ and a
measurement sample spacing (∆x′) in the range of 0.1λ to λ in increments of 0.01λ.
Simulations were conducted for a square aperture with a = 10λ. The simulation involved
the following steps: 1) generate measurement samples on the aperture for a particular h
and ∆x′, 2) generate measurement samples for a dense sample rate (i.e., oversampled
measurement) on the aperture for a particular h and ∆x′ = ∆x, 3) generate 3D SAR
images, and 4) evaluate the 3D SAR images according to the above mentioned metrics.
These steps are described in detail below.
Step 1 – The antenna on the aperture measures the scattered field from a single
point target located below the center of the aperture. The antenna gain pattern (G) was
assumed to have a Gaussian shape with a half-power beamwidth of 120 degrees similar to
the resonant slot antenna used for a recent real-time microwave imaging system [35]. The
antennas were assumed to radiate in the Ku-band (12.4-18 GHz) frequency range with a
center frequency (f) of 15.2 GHz and a corresponding wavelength (λ) of 19.72 mm. The
simulated measurement data (d′) is proportional to the scattered electric field that is
measured at some position vector p′ = (x′, y′, 0) and at some frequency f. Locations of
measurement (not labeled) are illustrated as the center of the pixels shown in Fig. 2.1.
This simulation only consists of a single point target located at r = (0, 0, h).
Consequently, the measured data can be estimated as:
d ′(p′, f ) = G 2 (θ )

exp (− j 4π p′ − r / λ )
p′ − r

2

(18)

where θ = cos-1((p′·r)/(|p′||r|)). Additionally, to better simulate a real system, white
Gaussian noise representing a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 30 dB was added to d′ after
evaluating (18).
To simulate a square aperture with size a = 10λ, the antennas were placed on a
square grid with spacing of ∆x′. The number of antennas (N′) in each coordinate direction
was chosen such that N′∆x′ was greater than or equal to an aperture size (a). Also, N′ was
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always chosen to be odd for the purpose of preserving a sample exactly at the origin. It
must be noted that by choosing N′ and ∆x′ independently, given that typically a ≠ N′∆x′, a
may not be an integer multiple of ∆x′. Although specific combinations of N′ and ∆x′ exist
to make a = N′∆x′, this provided for an insufficient number of values to study the SAR
images as a function of ∆x′. Also, it should be stressed that for the purpose of this
simulation the aperture should be precisely a. Therefore, for the purpose of preserving a
and preserving the freedom of selecting ∆x′, two apertures were considered for every ∆x′:
a larger one with an aperture size N′∆x′ and a smaller one with an aperture size (N′-2)∆x′.
Consequently, the image metrics described later in this section were determined from a
weighted average of the metrics as determined from the larger and smaller apertures. For
instance, the metric m was determined from the metric of a larger aperture (ml) and the
smaller aperture (ms):

w = (N ′∆x ′ − a ) / (N ′∆x ′ − ( N ′ − 2 )∆x ′)
m = (1 − w) ml + wm s

(19)

Step 2 – Sampled data with step size ∆x′ was generated in Step 1. However, an
ideal measurement consisting of densely-sampled data is necessary to compute E2 from
(1). An ideal measurement should be sampled the same as the image, ∆x. Therefore,
densely sampled data with a measurement step size of ∆x (smaller than ∆x′) should be
generated. A step size of ∆x ≈ 0.05λ is sufficiently small. Since sampled measurements
were simulated in Step 1 for two apertures (larger and smaller) then ideally sampled
measurements must also be simulated for the same aperture sizes. However, if ∆x were
chosen freely as compared to ∆x′ such that N′∆x′ was not a multiple of ∆x, then the
aperture with densely-sampled measurements cannot have precisely the same dimension
as the aperture with lower sampled measurements. To ensure that the aperture dimensions
were identical, ∆x was chosen such that N′∆x′ was a multiple of ∆x. Furthermore, to
make ∆x close to 0.05λ, ∆x was chosen such that N′∆x′ = N∆x, where N is the rounded
division of N′∆x′ by 0.05λ.
Step 3 – SAR images were generated using the data above according to the 3D
SAR algorithm for the volume local to the point target within the range z ϵ [h – 5λ, h +
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5λ]. The images were created for both aperture sizes (N′∆x′ and (N′-2)∆x′) and for both
measurement sample step sizes (∆x′ and ∆x). Therefore, four SAR images were generated
for every combination of ∆x′ and h.
Step 4 – Subsequently, each image was evaluated according to two metrics for
each combination of ∆xʹ and h: a) resolution as reported by the half-power width of a
single point target (δx) [15] and b) RMS error (E2) [38]. Final metrics were calculated
from the weighted average of metrics generated from images with the two different
aperture sizes, as shown in (19).

2.5. SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure 2.6 shows volumetric images as viewed from above with aperture, a, and
target distance, h, held constant with increasing ∆x′. As a result, the image metrics E2 and
δx, which are both functions of ∆x′ and h, increase indicating a poor image quality. As E2
and δx increase, point targets appear wider. For substantially large E2, artifacts contribute
significantly to the final image. Consequently, it is important to understand the unique
information that the metrics convey. The metric δx simply conveys the spot-size of a
point target. However, E2 as defined above implicitly includes errors incurred by the
spot-size of a point target and artifacts in the image. Artifacts in the image are caused by
aliasing error as a result of ∆x′ being too large. For completeness, it is important to note
that E2 is also influenced by estimation errors of the 2D Fourier spectrum due to the
presence of noise. However, only low-power noise was injected into the simulated data
making the other sources of error dominate the influence of noise despite the fact that
uncorrected FFT-based spectral estimators are the most susceptible to noise for truncated
data [42].
Figure 2.7 is a contour plot that shows E2 as a function of sample spacing ∆x′ and
target distance h. Thus, E2 is a surface that has had contours matched to it by the
interpolation between sampled points on the surface. One can use the data in Fig. 2.7 to
determine the expected RMS error for any combination of ∆x′ and h. The -20 dB contour
represents the locus of points for which E2 = -20 dB. Recall in Fig. 2.6 that increased E2
increases the width of a point target and artifacts in the image. However, this is not
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noticeable in a volume image if E2 < -20 dB. Thus, there is no visible change in the SAR
image if one should sample at step sizes below the -20 dB contour. Notice how the
contours follow similar paths to those shown for the resolutions in Fig. 2.5. This is due to
the fact that for larger h the aperture limits the maximum spatial frequency measured as
indicated by (5). Since lower spatial frequencies are measured, larger step sizes (∆x′) are
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Figure 2.7. Simulated E2 contours for -30 through 0 dB.

permitted to sample the continuous function that represents the measured scattered field
and preserve the level of E2. However, for a given h, sampling at larger ∆x′ increases E2
substantially. This is because increasing ∆x′ increases the spot-size and aliasing error, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
Figure 2.8 is a contour plot of δx in units of λ as a function of ∆x′ and h. This is
different from Fig. 2.5 since δx is now represented by contours. It is important to note that
for a fixed and small ∆x′, δx widens as a function of h, as shown qualitatively in Fig. 2.7.
This is consistent with earlier results since these values of δx are identical to those in Fig.
2.5. Also, note that for a fixed h, increasing ∆x′ has little to no effect on δx until a point is
reached where δx begins to widen. To better illustrate this widening effect, Fig. 2.9 shows
the normalized δx(h, ∆x′) with respect to δx(h, 0.1λ) so that the figure may show the
percent widening of δx. These contours appear similar to the E2 contours in Fig. 2.7 and
for the same reason, which is a larger ∆x′ increases spot-size and aliasing error. A
reference line of 1% widening was selected such that any ∆x′ chosen below this line does
not significantly widen δx. The reference line also corresponds to E2 of -19 dB (±2 dB).
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This reference line is the same as illustrated in all previous figures, and it represents a
sampling such that δx is minimally widened (1%). A reference line of 0% widening,
although ideal, is not practical for a contour plot since 0% represents a flat region and not
a contour line.
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Figure 2.8. Simulated δx contours (units of λ).

In Fig. 2.5, one may notice that this reference line represents sample step sizes
smaller than the resolution, δx. Therefore, ∆x′ must be smaller than that resolution in
order to obtain an image with that same resolution. Otherwise, the appearance of pointtargets will widen and image artifacts will increase. To better illustrate how detrimental
sampling at the theoretical resolution is (i.e., ∆x′ = δx), Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 show E2 and
percent widening of δx if one should sample at a step size equal to the definitions of
resolution, as shown in Fig. 2.5. Sampling at δxo provides an average E2 of -12 dB but the
percent widening increases without bound as a function of h. Sampling at δxf is initially
very conservative for targets near the aperture, but it approaches δxo for targets far away.
Sampling at the corrected resolution (δxc) or the simulated resolution (δx) has a lower
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average E2 than δxo, but they also widen without bound for targets far away. The only
sampling that does not widen the spot-size of a point target is the reference with average
E2 of -19 dB and widening of 1%.
The reason that sampling at the resolution (i.e., ∆x′ = δx) widens the appearance of
a point-target is due to the strict square aperture that truncates the measurement data. In
Section 2.3, the resolution was formulated by knowing the peak spatial frequency located
in the corner of the square aperture. That peak spatial frequency existed precisely at the
boundary of (6). However, this peak spatial frequency is not infinitely thin in the spectral
domain simply since it was measured over a finite aperture. Therefore, to produce a more
accurate spectral representation than the rectangular spectrum in (6), one would need to
convolve the rectangular spectrum by a sinc function representing the truncation of the
aperture in the spectral domain:
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Figure 2.9. Simulated percent widening of δx.
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Figure 2.11. Percent widening δx for five given sampling criteria, ∆x′.
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 ak 
t ( k x ) ∝ sinc  x 
 2π 

(20)

The result of this convolution better represents the influence of the truncation of the
measured data to the aperture. However, this correction does not influence the theoretical
resolution – it only influences the choice of ∆x′. Consequently, ∆x′ should be chosen to
minimize the aliasing error of this new spectrum such that the spectral components
outside of |kx| ≤ π/∆x′ are small. It should be noted that the sinc function is not bounded.
Therefore, a designer would have to decide a tolerable level of spot-size widening or
RMS error before the rest of the imaging system is designed. For example, the reference
line of 1% widening happens to describe a sufficient choice of ∆x′ as a function of
minimum target distance h.

2.6. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
Experimental data was obtained to closely represent the simulated data/images in
the way that the scattered field from a single target at some distance h from the aperture
was measured with a step size of 2 mm. The aperture dimensions were 8λ by 8λ. The
scattering target was a small copper ball with diameter approximately 3 mm, supported
on a non-reflecting foam slab with a dielectric constant close to air. The selected target
distances (h) were approximately 5λ, 7.5λ, and 10λ to represent a sufficient comparison to
the simulated data. Calibrated reflection coefficient measurements were taken by raster
scanning an open-ended rectangular waveguide operating in the Ku-band (12.4-18 GHz)
frequency range. The half-power beamwidth of the open-ended waveguide is similar to
that of the slot antenna used for simulation (120-degrees). For comparison with simulated
results, the measurements were down-sampled to a large step size (∆x′) to compare with
the small step size (∆x). The selection of ∆x′ was in the same range as before: 0.1λ to λ.
SAR images were then generated for all measurements and images were evaluated in the
same manner as for the simulated data.
Figure 2.12 shows E2 contours for simulated and experimental results showing
close agreement between the two results. Figure 2.13 shows δx for both simulated and
experimental results for the same range. Since the target used in the experiments was not
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Figure 2.12. Simulated and experimental E2 contours for -30 through -10 dB.
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Figure 2.13. Simulated and experimental δx contours (units of λ).
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exactly a point target, its spot size is larger. This is why for a given h = 7.5λ and ∆xʹ =
0.5λ the simulated target is 0.53λ wide and the experimental target is approximately 0.54λ
wide. Given that a ball is only an approximation of a point target and its value is within
2% of the simulated value, we can see that there is still a close agreement between
simulated and experimental results. Furthermore, to illustrate widening of δx, Fig. 2.14
shows the increase of δx in units of λ. Again there is good agreement between the two sets
of results. Overall, the results of this experiment corroborate the simulated results.
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Figure 2.14. Simulated and experimental widening of δx (units of λ).

2.7. DESIGN CURVES FOR GENERALIZED APERTURE
Up to this point, all results were for a fixed aperture. However for NDE imaging
purposes, it is desirable to have design curves for a given RMS error (E2) or percent
widening of δx independent of aperture size. This way the aperture size, a, may also
become a design parameter similar to ∆x′, minimum h, antenna beamwidth (θb), etc. This
generalization may be achieved by fitting all contours to hyperbolae. This curve fitting is
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applicable and may be performed accurately since the fundamental equations governing
resolution are hyperbolae, as shown in Section 2.3. To this end, selected contours from E2
and percent increase in δx were fit to the following equation:
∆x ′ =

∆x o
| θ = min (θ a ,θ B )
sin (θ 2)

(21)

where ∆xo is a fit parameter representing the minimum sampling step size of a centrally
located point target at h = 0. Also, θa is the same as (10) except that a is replaced by a′ =
γa. Thus, one must only consider a scalar factor (γ) of the real aperture, a. Therefore, (21)
represents the generalized design curves since the computation of ∆x′ is in units of λ and
the aperture is arbitrary. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 provide ∆xo and γ for E2 and percent increase
in δx.
The tables can be used according to the following example. If an NDE imaging
designer can only tolerate a maximum spot-size widening of 5%, then the design curve
may be computed using parameters ∆xo = 0.283λ and γ = 1.108, from Table 2.2. The
design curve represents the 5% widening of a target located at h for a sampling step size
of ∆x′. Assume that for this example the beamwidth of a measuring antenna is π, thus the
system is only aperture-limited. Also assume that the designer knows that targets will not
be closer than 2λ and the aperture dimension is 20λ by 20λ. The designer can then
calculate the maximum sampling step size (∆x′) by first calculating:
 1 .108 (20 λ ) 
 = 2.784 (rad )
 2 (2 λ ) 

θ a = 2 tan −1 

(22)

and then using this value in the following:
∆x ′ =

0.283 λ
= 0.288 λ
sin (2.784 2)

Thus a designer would use a sample spacing (∆x′) of 0.288λ for an aperture of 20λ, a
minimum target distance of 2λ, and a maximum point-target widening of 5%.

(23)
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Table 2.1. Coefficients for Specified RMS Error Design Curves
E2 (dB)
-30
-25
-20
-15
-10
-5

∆x0 (λ)
0.214
0.240
0.262
0.279
0.299
0.354

γ
2.371
1.880
1.395
1.072
0.943
0.875

Table 2.2. Coefficients for Specified Resolution Widening Design Curves
Increase δx (%)
1
5
10
20
30
40
50

∆x0 (λ)
0.236
0.283
0.313
0.356
0.388
0.417
0.445

γ
1.034
1.108
1.116
1.094
1.047
1.008
0.979

2.8. SUMMARY
Existing descriptions of SAR resolution and optimum sampling for SAR systems
using the ω-k algorithm is insufficient for NDE imaging applications. This is due to the
fact that NDE imaging is performed relatively close to the measuring antenna and the
aperture (real or synthetic) representing the measurement domain is relatively small
compared to typical airborne or space-borne SAR applications. Furthermore, sampling
the scattered field at the theoretical resolution (or Nyquist rate) causes the width of an
imaged target to widen. To determine SAR resolution and optimal sampling for NDE
imaging applications, SAR resolution was formulated in terms of existing expressions for
SAR resolution and a study was performed to determine the optimum measurement
sampling step size (∆x′) for a microwave 3D SAR imaging system. Using simulated data
using an ideal point target, SAR images were evaluated according to RMS error (E2) and
half-power resolution (δx) as a function of measurement sampling step size (∆x′) and
target distance (h). It was shown that for sufficient sampling, E2 was low and δx did not
widen. Increased E2 and widening of δx were shown for sampling at the theoretical
resolution (i.e., ∆x′ = δx) for multiple definitions of resolution including those from the
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literature. Subsequently, it was shown that ∆x′ must be smaller than δx in order to obtain
an image with the theoretical resolution. This is due to the fact that the 2D aperture may
be represented as a convolution of a sinc function with the 2D spatial spectrum of the
data. Therefore, sampling must consider this widening of the 2D spectrum. Simulated
results were then corroborated by experimental results and the simulated results were
generalized to arbitrary sized apertures. The generalization of the results is useful to
designers so that they may decide a tolerable level of spot-size widening or RMS error as
a critical parameter for imaging system design.
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3. OPTIMUM 2D NONUNIFORM SPATIAL SAMPLING FOR MICROWAVE
SAR-BASED NDE IMAGING SYSTEMS
3.1. INTRODUCTION
Microwave and millimeter wave imaging techniques for NDE applications, using
3D wideband SAR processing, have shown tremendous potential for effective inspection
of a wide range of complex composite structures, materials and applications
[8],[3],[43],[11]. Whether the imaging system requires mechanical (raster) or electrical
scanning of some sort to obtain sampled electric field distribution data for image
reconstruction, the overall number of required sampled/measured points is usually large
for reasonably-sized imaging systems. Therefore, it is of great interest to reduce the
number of measured spatial samples, which in turn reduces data acquisition time, level of
required resources, and the microwave imaging system complexity. In the preceding
section, it was shown that the spatial sampling density must be slightly greater than the
Nyquist density in order to preserve the quality of the SAR image. However, nonuniform
sampling has been reported in the literature to allow average sample densities lower than
the Nyquist density while resulting in adequate signal reconstruction [44],[45],[31]. Thus,
our goal in this investigation is to optimize the number of nonuniform 2D spatial samples
for producing high-resolution volumetric (wideband) SAR-based microwave images.
3.1.1. SAR Based Microwave NDE Imaging System. The schematic of a
Typical measurement setup for microwave imaging is shown in Fig. 3.1. It is similar to
Fig. 2.1, with the exception that the measurements are performed at Nxy nonuniform
positions P selected on the scanning area, which are represented by the small circles on
the aperture bounded by dimensions ax and ay at a distance h above the target. Individual
positions in the matrix P consist of rows p n = ( x′n , yn′ ,0) | n = 1...N xy . As in the previous
section and without the loss of generality, this study simplifies the aperture to be a square
such that a = ax = ay and measurements consist of recording the complex microwave
reflection coefficient (or scattered electric field distribution) as measured by a transceiver
antenna pointed downwards (not shown). Measurements are conducted by scanning a
single transceiver (i.e., open-ended waveguide probe) on a path through positions P
corresponding to the shortest path. However, measurements may also be performed by an
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imaging array that consists of Nxy small transceiving antennas located at P. Volumetric
(wideband) SAR images are then produced from these measurements. These SAR images
are uniformly and densely sampled. Compared to typical SAR applications, microwave
SAR-based NDE imaging systems are unique since the aperture is relatively small,
targets can be relatively close to the aperture, and positions P are precisely known.

Aperture
ax

ay

0

z

-2
-4

θb

-6
5

h

θa

Target

5

0
y'

0
-5 -5

x'

Figure 3.1. 2D nonuniform scanning system with aperture inspecting a target below (units
in λ).

3.1.2. Previous Work and Motivation. In Section 2, a comprehensive study was
performed to determine the optimum 2D uniform spatial sampling for SAR-based
microwave imaging systems according to two volumetric image metrics [25], E2 and δ. It
was shown that metrics E2 and δ are strong functions of both the uniform measurement
sample step size (∆xʹ) and the position of the target (h) [25]. Furthermore, it was shown
in [25] that ∆xʹ must be smaller than the ideal resolution. Consequently, in order to
preserve the signal/information of scattered fields and produce a SAR image without
significant image degradation, the uniform sampling density must be greater than the
Nyquist density.
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3.1.3. Motivation. Nonuniform sampling is attractive since it has been shown
that a signal may be reconstructed from nonuniform samples at densities lower on
average than the Nyquist density without the loss of information [44],[45],[31]. In fact,
the lowest density possible using Fourier methods is half that of the Nyquist density if
intelligent sampling is used (i.e., peak detection) [31]. From the point of view of
microwave imaging the immediate benefit of this is the significant reduction in the
required number of measurement points. Nonuniform sampling is used extensively in
digital alias-free signal processing (DASP) [46]-[47]. Described simply, DASP allows the
spectrum of the signal to be estimated past the usual frequency boundary that would have
been the result from uniform sampling (kx ≤ |π/∆xʹ| where ∆xʹ is the uniform sample step
size). Much work has already been performed for band-limited image reconstruction and
spectral estimation from nonuniform samples [27]. Other investigations using
nonuniform sampling techniques have included SAR imaging for the reconstruction of
radar pulses [48],[42] and the estimation of the Doppler spectrum [49]-[50]. However,
these investigations gather samples of a pulse in time (time domain measurement) and
therefore do not directly apply to typical microwave NDE imaging systems that instead
gather complex reflection coefficient data at each spatial point by stepping through
selected frequencies in the operating bandwidth (frequency domain measurement). Also,
previous investigations do not assume that the scene is stationary or unmoving, which
happens to be true for microwave NDE.
Ultimately, the fundamental requirement for SAR-based microwave imaging is
the proper estimation of the 2D spatial spectrum from nonuniform samples for each given
frequency measured. Regarding SAR processors, much work has already been performed
for 2D spectral estimation using uniform samples including but not limited to Fourierbased, correlation-based, and super-resolution methods [51]-[52]. However, in the
literature spectral estimation or data reconstruction from nonuniform samples has been
limited to interpolation [32], Fourier-based methods [27], and compressive sensing (CS)
[53]-[58]. In fact, Fourier and CS methods are closely related since the error parameter
being reduced in Fourier methods forms a portion of the constraint for CS methods. In
contrast, the bandwidth for Fourier methods must be known, which is not necessarily the
case for CS. Furthermore, CS seeks to reduce the l1 norm or increase the sparsity of the
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signal when the signal is represented in a sparse domain (e.g., Fourier domain).
Consequently, CS is not desired in typical microwave NDE applications since such a
process may destroy desired features in SAR images containing a scene of low dielectric
contrast [59] (e.g., scenes like those in [3] and [43]).
3.1.4. Objective. The objective of this study is to investigate interpolation and
Fourier-based methods to reconstruct a scattered signal from nonuniform samples for the
particular application of SAR-based microwave NDE imaging. More specifically, these
methods include natural neighbor interpolation [32] using Delaunay triangularization
[60], area weighted Fourier integration, and multi-level conjugate gradient residual error
minimization methods [27],[40]. The methods will be tested for reconstructing the
scattered field from a point target for a given aperture size (a) as a function of both the
mean spatial sample separation (∆) and target distance from the aperture (h). Spatial
sample points will be selected randomly while also enforcing a minimum separation (∆m),
which makes this study unique since real-aperture microwave NDE imaging systems
have a nonzero transceiver antenna size and adjacent antennas must not overlap or must
be sufficiently separated to reduce undesired coupling. This is in contrast to most studies
regarding the reconstruction of 2D signals from nonuniform data that use independent
randomly selected spatial samples or that begin with a low density uniform grid and
randomly offset the sample from the grid [46],[47],[27].
Therefore, we first describe the 3D SAR algorithm used in this study followed by
the reconstruction methods used for spectral estimation. This is followed by the
simulation procedure used to produce data, images, and image metrics for a centrally
located point-target. Simulation results are described and subsequently corroborated by
experimental results obtained from a small copper ball representing a point target. Lastly,
results are generalized into design curves for any aperture size such that a designer may
determine the reconstruction method, aperture size, average sample separation, and
minimum image quality according to the metrics used.
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3.2. IMPLEMENTED 3D SAR ALGORITHM
The 3-D SAR algorithm used in this section is the ω-k algorithm, as shown in Fig.
3.2 [17]. The algorithm is different from the previous section since the spectral
decomposition must be different (i.e., data is nonuniformly spatially sampled here instead
of uniform). Thus, the first two steps of the algorithm in Fig. 2.3 have been replaced with
the block labeled “Spectral Estimation” and is intentionally left general since multiple
methods will be used in this section to reconstruct the measured signal from nonuniform
samples thereby providing multiple spectral estimates. All methods used will provide a
uniformly sampled spectrum from nonuniform spatial samples, (i.e., kx and ky are
uniformly sampled and dependent upon ∆x and ∆y, respectively). Thus, the spectrum is
bounded by the dense uniform sampling of the image (i.e., |kx| ≤ π/∆x and |ky| ≤ π/∆y for
∆x = ∆y = 0.05λ). The rest of the algorithm remains the same as before.

Input Data
d(x′,y′,f)
Spectral Estimation
D(kx,ky,f)
kz ← kz( f )
D(kx,ky,kz)
S(kx,ky,z)
s(x,y,z)
SAR Image
Figure 3.2. SAR ω-k algorithm with 1D NUFFT for nonuniform spatial sampling.

3.3. NONUNIFORM SAMPLING AND RECONSTRUCTION (SPECTRAL)
ESTIMATION
Three methods were used to reconstruct the data d(xʹ,yʹ,f) from nonuniform
samples P and thereby provide the spectral estimates for comparison. Each method
spatially reconstructs the data on a densely sampled uniform grid (x,y) for every
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frequency (f). The uniform sampling density of the reconstructed data is the same as the
final SAR image (i.e., ∆x = ∆y = 0.05λ).
Method 1 is natural neighbor interpolation [32]. This method uses Delaunay
triangularization [60] and then finds the nearest membrane or continuous function (whose
first derivative is also continuous) that passes through the given samples. It is an accurate
interpolation algorithm since it will always provide a smooth reconstruction regardless if
the reconstruction problem is over- or underdetermined.
Method 2 is area-weighted Fourier integration, which is a fast rudimentary
(direct) spectral estimation technique and not a reconstruction technique. The area
corresponding to every sample is found from the polygons of a Voronoi diagram [60].
Polygons exceeding the aperture are cropped precisely to the aperture. In summation
form, the data (d) sampled discretely and nonuniformly at Nxy points may be weighted by
the partial area an when performing the nonuniform discrete Fourier transform (NDFT):

N xy

− j x k +y k
D(k x , k y , f ) = ∑ d ( x n′ , y n′ , f )a n e n x n y

(

′

′

)

(24)

n =1

This operation may be performed rapidly and accurately by the use of
computationally efficient 2D NUFFT [40],[38] which is more computationally efficient
than natural interpolation. For this reason, this method may be desired for real-time
applications. Unfortunately, the spectral estimation degrades rapidly for large measured
sample separations since the spectral estimation is only bounded to |kx| ≤ π/∆x and |ky| ≤
π/∆y. This may result in high levels of image artifacts. However, the resolution of the
SAR image does not degrade for the same reason. Therefore, in practice some real-time
imaging systems may benefit from this method by preserving the resolution and
computational speed at the cost of increasing image artifacts.
Method 3 is a multi-level conjugate gradient (CG) residual error minimization
using the conjugate gradient of the normal equations (CGNE) [27],[40]. The outline of
the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.3 and it is described in detail in [27]. It is a Fourier-based
regularization technique that uses the 2D spatial bandwidth (Ω) as the regularization
parameter in search of the best reconstruction and spectral estimate of d(xʹ,yʹ,f) for every
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f. As such, the algorithm begins with an initial estimate of the spatial bandwidth (Ωo) and
attempts to minimize the error (or residual difference) between the forward NDFT and
adjoint/inverse NDFT according to CGNE in the inner loop labeled “Error Minimization”
[40]. The residual originates from the fact that Fourier transforms of nonuniformly
spaced data are not simply invertible with an inverse Fourier transform. Thus, the
residual, r, may be defined as:
r ( x ′, y ′, f ) = d ( x ′, y ′, f ) − F xy− 1 {D (k x , k y , f

)}

(25)

where Fxy is the NDFT (or alternatively the NUFFT) and D is the low-pass filtered
spectrum of the measured data (d):
D (k x , k y , f ) = F xy {d ( x ′, y ′, f

)}⋅ FΩ (k x , k y )

(26)

where FΩ is a rectangular low-pass filter with spatial bandwidth (Ω)
1
FΩ (k x , k y ) = 
0

− Ω ≤ (k x , k y ) ≤ Ω
otherwise

(27)

The error of the minimization process may be represented in terms of the residual:

N xy

Er =

∑∑
n =1 f ∈f

r ( x ′n , y ′n , f

N xy

) 2 ∑ ∑ d ( x n′ , y n′ , f ) 2

(28)

n =1 f ∈ f

In the inner loop in Fig. 3.3, CGNE reduces Er iteratively until either Er is less
than the noise or the relative difference in Er between successive iterations is below a
prescribed tolerance level (e.g., set to 10-3 dB). For the purposes of this study and without
loss of generality, the added white Gaussian noise corresponding to a reasonable noiseto-signal ratio (NSR) is N = -30 dB. However, in practice one must either measure or
estimate the noise with respect to the signal. The estimate of the spectrum after “Error
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Minimization” is highly dependent upon the regularization parameter (Ω). If Ω is smaller
than the actual spatial bandwidth of the measurement, the error minimization step cannot
achieve Er lower than the noise since vital information is excluded in the low-pass filter.
In effect, the error minimization is similar to a 2D sinc interpolation to reconstruct the
data with excessively wide sinc functions (Ω is too small). However, if Ω is large then the
error minimization step terminates quickly with sufficiently low Er; however, the
reconstruction is performed with sinc functions that are insufficiently narrow. This is why
Ω should intentionally be initialized as too low so that Ω may be slowly incremented by
∆Ω in the outer loop until the best Ω is determined. The increment ∆Ω was chosen as the
sample spacing of the uniform 2D spectrum (2π/a). Finally, the process terminates when
Er is below N, and the result obtained corresponds to the best possible estimate of the 2D
spectrum (D). The reconstruction of the data onto uniform samples is the inverse 2D FFT
of D.

Ω = Ωo
Error
false

Ω ← Ω +∆Ω

Er ≤ N
true

Best Estimate
Figure 3.3. Multi-level error minimization.

Since Method 3 is highly sensitive to the initial estimate of the spatial bandwidth
(Ωo), two estimates of the spatial bandwidth were used. The first initializes the spatial
bandwidth according to the ideal resolution as determined by the half-power width of a
point target (δ):

Ωδ = π /δ

(29)
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The second spatial bandwidth is intentionally 5% smaller than the spatial bandwidth as
determined by the average spatial sample separation (∆):
Ω ∆ = 0 . 95 π / ∆

(30)

∆ = a x a y / N xy = a 2 / N xy

(31)

Hereafter, these are named as Method 3- Ωδ and Method 3- Ω∆. Using Ωδ, it can be seen
that if ∆ > δ then the minimization problem is underdetermined (i.e., the error
minimization will terminate quickly) and reconstruction artifacts may result. However,
using Ωδ has the advantage that it will preserve the spatial resolution similar to Method 2.
It is obvious that the minimization problem using Ω∆ is never underdetermined since Ωo
is related to ∆.

3.4. SIMULATION PROCEDURE
An extensive set of simulations was performed to study the effect of nonuniform
sampling densities on the final SAR image, and parameters were chosen to be consistent
with a previous uniform sampling optimization study [25]. Simulations were conducted
for a square aperture, as shown in Fig. 3.1, with a = 10λ with a single point target located
below the center of the aperture at a distance h in the range of 0.5λ to 20λ in increments
of 0.5λ. As mentioned before, spatial samples were determined randomly (but not
independently) to enforce a minimum separation (∆m) in the range of 0.1λ to 1λ in
increments of 0.1λ. The spatial samples were selected according to the following
procedure:
1.

i=0

2.

Generate random t = (xʹ,yʹ,0) within the aperture

3.

Compute the radius (r) between t and all pn in P

4.

If any r < ∆m
Then, i = i + 1
Else, append t to P and set i = 0

5.

If i < 1000, go to 2
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Once complete, the procedure gives the densest possible random selection of samples.
The relationship between ∆m and the average sampling separation (∆) was determined
empirically to be:
∆ ≈ 1.171∆ m + 0.024

(32)

and it shows that ∆ is always greater than ∆m. The simulation was performed for each
combination of ∆m and h, which involved the following steps: 1) generate measurement
samples on the aperture for a particular h, 2) generate SAR images, and 3) evaluate the
SAR images according to the previously-mentioned metrics (δ and E2). These steps are
described in detail below.
Step 1 simulates measurement samples for the scattered electric field from the
point target as measured by a transceiver antenna on the aperture. These measurement
samples must be generated for nonuniform locations (xʹ,yʹ) and for the ideal uniform
locations (x,y). Similar to Section 2, each spatial location corresponds to 101 stepped
frequency measurements between 12.4 and 18 GHz (Ku-Band). The wavelength
corresponding to the center frequency is λ = 19.72 mm. The antenna gain pattern (G) was
assumed to have a Gaussian shape with a half-power beamwidth of 120 degrees similar to
the resonant slot antenna used in [25] and [35]. A simple point-target model was used to
calculate the simulated measurement data (d) at each antenna position. The origin of the
coordinate system used is located in the center of the aperture, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Consequently, the location of the point target is r = (0, 0, h). The nonuniform measured
data can be estimated for every antenna position pn as:

d (p n , f ) = G 2 (θ n )

exp(− j 4π p n − r / λ )
pn −r

2

(33)

where θn = cos-1((pn·r)/(|pn||r|)). Additionally, white Gaussian noise representing an NSR
of N = -30 dB was added to d after evaluating (33). The ideal simulated measurements
were generated similarly to (33) for a dense uniform grid with measurement spacing
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identical to the image sampling step size (∆x = 0.05λ). No noise was added to these ideal
measurements.
Step 2 generates SAR images for a volume local to the point target within the
range z ϵ [h – 5λ, h + 5λ]. The images were created for all three spectral estimation
methods using nonuniform data. Additionally, an ideal image was generated using the
ideal measurements, which used the 2D FFT for its spectral estimation.
Step 3 computes the relevant image metrics. Each image was evaluated according
to two metrics for each combination of ∆m and h: RMS error (E2) as defined in (1) and
resolution as reported by the half-power width of a single point target (δ). Due to the
random nature of the image as a function of the random spatial samples, δ was
determined by the average of the half-power resolution along the x and y axes:

δ =

1
2

(δ

x

+δy)

(34)

Furthermore, to obtain a proper estimate of the metrics from the random selection, the
metrics were averaged for 20 complete runs. Since large sample separations tend to
widen δ, the percent widening from ideal resolution (δw) is reported in addition to δ.
Simulation and image formulation were performed using a personal computer
with an Intel i7-2600 CPU at 3.4 GHz with DDR3 1600 MHz RAM. All times reported
are according to execution times on this machine with a maximum of seven threads
available. Although there are only four cores in this machine, seven threads were used to
obtain the greatest computational efficiency since the CPU supports hyper-threading.

3.5. SIMULATION RESULTS
Let us first discuss the effect of nonuniform sampling and signal reconstruction
for a single case. For the ease of comparison, the real part of the scattered signal at the
center frequency can be seen in Fig. 3.4 for ideal measurement and the reconstruction
methods for h = 10 λ and ∆ = 0.85λ (∆m = 0.70λ). The signal is under-sampled since the
ideal δ ≈ 0.50λ (i.e., the Nyquist density for given h). In fact, the number of spatial
samples is 35% of that required by the Nyquist density. The ideal field in Fig. 3.4 is
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relatively smooth and undulating. The reconstructed signal using Method 1 took nearly
15-sec to produce. It is also smooth; however, the rings are not well represented. Method
2 does not actually perform reconstruction like the others, so it only took less than 0.001sec to produce and the data is made up of positive and negative impulses on the otherwise
uniform background of zero values (gray). Method 3-Ωδ took 6.5-sec to produce and
appears noisy; however, it has the advantage that it has the same spatial bandwidth as the
ideal data. Finally, Method 3-Ω∆ took 2-min to produce and has a smaller bandwidth –
consequently appearing to be a blurred version of Method 3-Ωδ. It can be easily seen that
none of the reconstruction methods fully reconstructed the original signal when the data
is under-sampled.
However, the final SAR image is more important to the end user than the
intermediate reconstructed data. Thus, using the reconstructed data sets in Fig. 3.4,
respective SAR images were produced and are shown in Fig. 3.5. The results clearly
indicate that a full reconstruction of the raw data is not necessary in order to obtain a
focused SAR image. For each case in Fig. 3.5, it took 0.7-sec to produce the SAR image.
This means that all reconstruction methods except Method 2 require more time than the
SAR algorithm itself. The ideal image in Fig 3.5(a) shows the point target in the center
with lobes generated by the square aperture. The reconstructed SAR images did not
produce these lobes due to the fact that the reconstruction has blurred these features
uniformly over the image area. The image obtained using Method 1 shows a 40% broader
point target since Method 1 is inherently spatially band-limited by the natural
interpolation technique. This is due to the fact that this interpolation technique matches a
smooth membrane through the sampled points. Method 2 shows a target with an identical
size to the ideal case; however, it is corrupted by a relatively high level of noise-like
artifacts. Both phenomena are expected since Method 2 is not spatially band-limited.
Method 3-Ωδ is similar to Method 2 in that the size of the point target is again identical to
the ideal case. However, background artifacts are reduced since the data is spatially bandlimited to the expected resolution. Method 3-Ω∆ is never underdetermined, however the
spot size of its point target is 40% greater than the ideal case and the background artifacts
are also greater as compared to Method 3-Ωδ. This is due to the fact that Method 3-Ω∆
behaves similarly to the well-known sinc interpolation technique. Consequently, Method
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3-Ωδ has an advantage over all the other reconstruction methods studied here since it can
preserve the resolution of the SAR image and minimally increase the image artifact
levels. Still, Method 2 has the advantage that it is very fast and is therefore useful for
real-time SAR image formation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.4. Real part of raw data at center frequency (h = 10λ, ∆m = 0.70λ, ∆ = 0.85λ) for:
a) ideal sampling, b) Method 1, c) Method 2, d) Method 3-Ωδ, and e) Method 3-Ω∆.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.5. 3D SAR images as viewed from above (h = 10λ, ∆m = 0.70λ, ∆ = 0.85λ) for:
a) ideal sampling, b) Method 1, c) Method 2, d) Method 3-Ωδ, and e) Method 3-Ω∆.
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Figure 3.6 shows the systematic behavior of the RMS error (E2) for every
reconstruction method. Each subplot in this figure shows the interpolated contour lines of
E2 between -30 dB and -5 dB in steps of 5 dB. Higher E2 indicates two things: 1) higher
levels of image artifacts and 2) poor representation of the point target (e.g.
widening/blurring or attenuation of the point target). E2 isolines tend to slope up for
Methods 1, 3-Ωδ, and 3-Ω∆ since larger ∆ are allowed at larger h since δ (indicative of the
Nyquist density) increases with h. The most robust reconstruction technique for a given h
will increase E2 at the slowest rate as ∆ increases. Consider the selection of h = 10λ.
Beginning at low ∆ for Method 1, E2 begins at approximately -25 dB – meaning that the
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Figure 3.6. Simulated RMS Error (E2) in dB for: a) Method 1, b) Method 2, c) Method 3Ωδ, and d) Method 3-Ω∆.
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SAR image is visually identical to the ideal image. It is not until -15 dB or ∆ = 0.3λ that
image artifacts begin to appear for Method 1. Method 3-Ωδ and 3-Ω∆ behave similarly to
Method 1 for E2 -15 dB and above. Below -15 dB, Method 3-Ωδ and 3-Ω∆ have the
advantage that their E2 drops considerably quickly as ∆ decreases. This is advantageous
to quantitative imaging that relies upon E2 being -30 dB or less. Method 2 on the other
hand has the worst E2 and this can be explained. For h = 10λ and ∆ = 0.3λ, E2 is greater
than -10 dB, and E2 grows quickly past 0 dB as ∆ is increased, not shown. As mentioned
before, this is due to the fact that Method 2 is not a reconstruction method and it also
practically has no spatial bandwidth limitation.
Figure 3.7 shows δ isolines in units of λ for all methods as a function of h and ∆.
Since Methods 1 and 3-Ω∆ are natural and sinc interpolation methods, respectively, they
are inherently limited by ∆ and perform similarly to uniform sampling [25]. This is why
for a given h that δ increases as a function of ∆ for ∆ > δ. Methods 2 and 3-Ωδ are not
strong functions of ∆ for a given h since Method 2 is not spatially band-limited and the
spatial bandwidth for Method 3-Ωδ is dependent upon δ and not ∆. This is an advantage
since the resolution can be preserved despite increasing ∆. This also shows again that
Method 3-Ωδ is favorable since it has better error performance than Method 2 and has
better resolution performance than Method 1 or Method 3-Ω∆.
Figure 3.8 shows δw isolines showing the percent widening of δ from ideal as a
function of h and ∆. The widening for Method 2 is mostly 1% or less and the isolines
represent a relatively flat area whose fluctuations are only a weak function of the random
sampling positions, which is why Fig. 3.8(b) appears empty. Method 3-Ωδ has maximum
δw of about 5%. Beginning from small ∆, δw increases with ∆ up to the maximum that
occurs where ∆ ≈ δ. As ∆ continues to increase, δw drops as the reconstruction problem
becomes underdetermined. However, Methods 2 and 3-Ωδ show widening that is
insignificant for most applications. Methods 1 and 3-Ω∆ both have widening as a function
of increasing ∆ for a given h, which is consistent with Fig. 3.7. However, the differences
between them can be seen better in Fig 3.8. Given h = 10λ, note that δw = 5% at ∆ ≈ 0.27λ
for Method 1 and at ∆ ≈ 0.56λ for Method 3-Ω∆. This means Method 1 widens more than
Method 3-Ω∆ for given values of ∆ and h. Table 3.1 compiles the results of Figs. 3.6-8 by
ranking methods for their performance of E2, δ, and time.
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Table 3.1. Ranking of Reconstruction Methods
Rank

E2

δ

Time

1

M.3-Ωδ

M.2

M.2

2

M.3-Ω∆

M.3-Ωδ

M.3-Ωδ

3

M.1

M.3-Ω∆

M.1

4

M.2

M.1

M.3-Ω∆
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Figure 3.7. Simulated half-power resolution (δx) in λ for: a) Method 1, b) Method 2, c)
Method 3-Ωδ, and d) Method 3-Ω∆.
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Figure 3.8. Simulated half-power resolution (δx) percent widening (%) for: a) Method 1,
b) Method 2, c) Method 3-Ωδ, and d) Method 3-Ω∆.

3.6. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
Experimental data was also collected to verify the results obtained by the
simulations. An open-ended rectangular Ku-band (12.4-18 GHz) waveguide was used in
conjunction with an HP8510C vector network analyzer to measure the calibrated
complex reflection coefficient (i.e., scattered field) of a small 3-mm copper ball placed at
a distance h of ~5λ, 7.5λ, and 10λ. Measurements were conducted identical to Section
2.6. Subsequently, the data was randomly down-sampled to generate nonuniform data for
comparison with the simulated results.
Figs. 3.9-3.11 show the obtained experimental results superimposed onto the
previously obtained simulated results. The simulated and experimental results for E2
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Figure 3.9. Simulated and experimental RMS Error (E2) in dB for: a) Method 1, b)
Method 2, c) Method 3-Ωδ, and d) Method 3-Ω∆.

show good agreement, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Once again the results show that Method 2
has the worst performance and the other methods are comparable for E2 levels of -15 dB
and above. The half-power resolution, δ, results in Fig. 3.10 show that the copper ball
appears larger than the ideal point target. However, this is a small difference of less than
5% and it is important to note that behavior of the reconstruction methods are similar to
before. The δw in Fig 3.11 shows the relative widening of the targets. The simulated
results are relative to δ of a point target and the experimental results are relative to the
best δ taken from the densely sampled experimental measurements. As such, they
describe a comparable widening between simulation and experiment. Figure 3.11 shows
good agreement between simulation and experiment and again we see that Method 2 and
Method 3-Ωδ do not significantly widen the size of the imaged target. Despite the small
difference in size between the copper ball and the ideal point target, the experimental
results corroborate the simulated results quite well.
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Figure 3.10. Simulated and experimental half-power resolution (δx) in λ for: a) Method 1,
b) Method 2, c) Method 3-Ωδ, and d) Method 3-Ω∆.

3.7. DESIGN CURVES FOR GENERALIZED APERTURE
Up to now, all results were shown for an aperture size of 10λ by 10λ. However, it
is quite useful for the system designer to be able to determine the best design parameters
including aperture size and mean spatial sampling density given a minimum preset image
quality similar to [25]. To this end, selected contours of E2 and δw are generalized to
arbitrary aperture size and used as design curves according to the equation below:

∆=

∆o
| θ = min (θ a , θ b )
sin (θ 2 )

(35)
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Figure 3.11. Simulated and experimental half-power resolution widening (%) for: a)
Method 1, b) Method 2, c) Method 3-Ωδ, and d) Method 3-Ω∆.

where the square aperture correction (13) may be used. ∆o represents the smallest ∆ (i.e.
∆(h = 0)) and γ is the scalar multiple of the aperture. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 provide the
coefficients ∆o (in units of λ) and γ for E2 and δw curves, respectively. As a reminder, any
∆ greater than 0.25λ has a significant advantage over conventional Nyquist rate, thereby
demonstrating the value of nonuniform sampling.
An example of how to use these tables is discussed below. Let us assume that an
imaging system must be designed given the constraints that the specimen does not get
any closer than 2λ to an aperture with a size of 15λ by 15λ and it is known that θb is
greater than θa. In addition, the desired (preset) maximum E2 is -15 dB and Method 3-Ωδ
is used to preserve the best resolution. From Table 3.2, this corresponds to ∆o = 0.256λ
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and γ = 1.730. The last piece of information that the designer must know is ∆. To find
this, the following steps must be taken. First, determine θa:
 ( π4 )(1 . 730 )(15 λ ) 
 = 2 . 9006
2 (2 λ )



θ a = 2 tan −1 

(36)

Now ∆ can be determined,

∆=

0 .256 λ
= 0 .258 λ
sin (2 . 9006 2 )

(37)

The above expressions may alternatively be used to determine aperture size or the best
reconstruction method.

Table 3.2. Coefficients for Specified RMS Error Design Curves
E2 (dB)
-30
-25
-20
-15
-10
-5
E2 (dB)
-30
-25
-20
-15
-10
-5

∆o (λ) for Specified Design Curves
M. 1
M. 2
M. 3-Ωδ
0.128
0.195
0.113
0.137
0.216
0.139
0.165
0.237
0.181
0.196
0.256
0.243
0.238
0.285
0.365
0.288
0.334
γ for Specified Design Curves
M. 1
M. 2
M. 3-Ωδ
19.77
2.451
2.157
3.479
2.275
1.340
3.128
2.117
1.185
3.028
1.730
1.072
3.151
1.320
1.010
3.175
0.933

M. 3-Ω∆
0.178
0.209
0.232
0.253
0.272
0.263
M. 3-Ω∆
3.050
2.363
2.063
1.700
1.249
0.795
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Table 3.3. Coefficients for Specified Resolution Widening Design Curves
Increase δx (%)
1
5
10
20
30
40
Increase δx (%)
1
5
10
20
30
40

∆o (λ) for Specified Design Curves
M. 1
M. 2
M. 3-Ωδ
0.181
0.245
0.334
0.437
0.484
γ for Specified Design Curves
M. 1
M. 2
M. 3-Ωδ
1.473
1.191
1.114
1.055
0.978
-

M. 3-Ω∆
0.215
0.267
0.293
0.328
0.354
0.389
M. 3-Ω∆
0.721
0.830
0.832
0.815
0.787
0.806

3.8. SUMMARY
This section presented a comprehensive study into nonuniform sampling as
applied to SAR-based microwave NDE imaging. Ultimately, it is the spectral
estimation/data reconstruction technique that determines the quality of the final SAR
image. This is in addition to the obvious parameters that determine SAR image quality
like aperture size, average sample density, and distance from the target to the aperture. To
this end, three methods were studied including natural interpolation, area weighted
Fourier integration, and multi-level CG residual error minimization. These were studied
for a ∆m from 0.1λ to 1λ and a point target distance h from 0.5λ to 20λ. As such, the study
spans over- and underdetermined reconstruction problems. Method 1 (natural
interpolation) has the advantage over the others that it is always smooth and background
artifacts are relatively low. Unfortunately, it always makes the point target appear wider
compared to the other methods. Method 2 (area weighted Fourier integration) is not a
reconstruction method, but it does make an estimate of the spectrum according to the
weighted spatial samples according to their partial area. It has the advantage that it is very
fast and is extremely useful for real-time imaging. Also, it never widens the appearance
of a point target. However, it suffers from high image artifacts when ∆ is not small.
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Furthermore, high image artifacts occur even if ∆ is smaller than δ (i.e. when the target is
far away). Method 3 (multilevel CG residual error minimization) can perform similarly to
Method 2 if the initial bandwidth is set to Bδ thereby preserving the small size of a point
target. In comparison, it has the advantage of having a much lower image artifact level
than Method 2. Method 3 can also behave like Method 1 if the initial bandwidth is set to
B∆. As such, Method 3 behaves similarly to a sinc interpolation method. In conclusion, it
was found that Method 3-Ωδ results in the superior image by preserving the resolution
and having the lowest level of image artifacts. However, it is not the fastest and may not
be suitable for some real time imaging applications. As such, a real-time imaging system
may benefit from the speed of Method 2. Method 3-Ωδ can then either be executed offline
or for select snapshots from a stream of real-time data.
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4. NONUNIFORM MANUAL SAMPLING AND MULTI-BANDWIDTH
RECONSTRUCTION
4.1. INTRODUCTION
Microwave and millimeter wave imaging methods typically perform
measurements by raster scanning a wideband transceiver antenna or probe through spatial
sampling points on a uniform 2D measurement grid using a precision automated scanner
[3],[8],[11],[24]. Hereafter, the measurement grid is referred to as the measurement plane
(i.e., not limited to only uniform sampling cases); however, both are constrained to the
aperture as defined earlier. To obtain the optimum resolution and image quality for
scatterers near the measurement plane, the uniform measurement spacing should be on
the order of λ/4 (per the Nyquist rate) for a monostatic (reflection type) configuration,
where λ is the wavelength of the mid-band frequency [3],[25]. At high microwave and
millimeter wave frequencies, the wavelength is on the order of a few millimeters,
providing relatively fine image resolution while requiring relatively large data storage
and long measurement acquisition times. For example, the required scan time for even
small structures (e.g., a scan area of 60 cm by 60 cm) can typically be in the order of
several hours [43]. In contrast, fast SAR algorithms require a fraction of a second to form
the image. Thus, the bottleneck for producing such images is the time required for
measurement and not image processing. Consequently, it is desired to use effective and
robust means to reduce the number of required spatial samples beyond Section 3.
Furthermore, as stated before there has been a significant push in the NDE
community towards real-time imaging. For this reason, a real-time electrically-switched
microwave camera system was designed and developed towards this goal [35]. However,
the system operates at a single frequency and consequently has no appreciable range (i.e.,
depth) resolution required for 3D imaging. Alternatively, one may use a scanning
platform with a wideband transceiver antenna for 3D imaging. Studies have already been
performed in Sections 2 and 3 to optimize the measurement spatial sampling for
microwave imaging according to scene geometry (e.g., scatterer location) and image
metrics (e.g., resolution or low image artifacts). Given the results from these studies,
measurement sampling points on the measurement plane may be selected uniformly [25]
or nonuniformly [26] in such a way to preserve image quality. These spatial samples
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would then be traversed by a single transceiver antenna according to some optimized path
(i.e., shortest path in time). Furthermore, one finds in the literature that nonuniform
sampling has distinct advantages over uniform sampling [44]-[45]. Specifically,
intelligent nonuniform sampling can allow an average sampling density equal to half that
of the Nyquist density without incurring a significant loss of information [31].
For the purpose of minimizing the number of required spatial samples, we
propose a measurement technique that combines nonuniform spatial sampling, input from
the user, and speed associated with the fast 3D SAR algorithm. This technique was first
proposed in [61] and requires that the user manually scan a transceiver antenna (with
positional tracking) over an area while data is continuously collected. As such, the data
consists of nonuniformly distributed measurement positions. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.1
where spatial sample locations are represented by dots along the antenna path as selected
by the user, which is restricted to the measurement plane above the SUT. As the
nonuniform measurements are collected, the user is able to make an intelligent decision
regarding the spatial sampling requirements by viewing the real-time SAR image that is
formed from the recorded measurements. The user continues to measure over the area
until the output SAR image provides a sufficient level of information pertaining to the
SUT, as determined by the user. Consequently, measurement time may be reduced by
selectively reducing the measurement sampling density. For instance, some structures
may not require the same measurement density over the entire measurement plane (i.e.,
may include localized flaws). Also, less critical structures may tolerate flaws of relatively
large spatial extent before they are considered for repair or maintenance.
Since manual scanning allows the user to scan some regions more densely than
others, the real-time images may exhibit uneven brightness and image artifacts as a result
of sparsely measured data [26]. Consequently, after manual scanning is complete, offline
or post-processing algorithms may be performed to reconstruct an equivalent denselysampled uniform data from the original nonuniformly distributed measurements. High
fidelity SAR images formed from this reconstructed data have even brightness and
reduced levels of image artifacts.
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Sample Points

SUT

Figure 4.1. Nonuniform manual scanning of a SUT.

Therefore, we first describe the approach consisting of a manual scanner and a
brief description of the wideband 3D SAR algorithm used, which supports imaging in
media different than air. Next, we describe the algorithms for real-time processing,
typical offline processing, and advanced offline processing, which represents significant
extension to the work performed in [61]. The real-time processing is consistent with
Method 2 of Section 3. Typical offline processing is consistent with Method 3 (short for
Method 3-Ω∆) of Section 3, and it generates a better spectral estimation while
simultaneously reconstructing the measured data onto a uniform grid. The novel
advanced offline processing algorithm is hereafter referred to as Method 4, and it
advantageously exploits the inherent spatial information about scatterers contained in the
data, resulting in superior SAR images. Finally, the results of imaging three different
specimens and their respective generated images from these three algorithms will be
presented and compared.

4.2. APPROACH
4.2.1. Manual Scanner. A typical example of the manual scanner consists of a
typical 2D positioning platform that can carry an imaging probe (e.g., open-ended
rectangular waveguide antenna), as shown in Fig. 4.2. In this case, two pairs of rails
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allow free movement of the antenna platform. The (x′, y′) nonuniform positions of the
antenna are recorded while a microwave vector network analyzer (VNA), or any coherent
or vector transceiver, records the corresponding wideband calibrated vector (magnitude
and phase) reflection coefficient. This approach allows the user to move the antenna
freely in the measurement plane as opposed to an automated stop-and-go raster scanning
approach. During the manual scan, the measurements are streamed for real-time SAR
image formation and also stored for offline post-processing.

VNA
X Slide

Y Slide

Open-Ended
Waveguide

Path

Rails

Position Encoders

Figure 4.2. Schematic of manual scanner viewed from below with probe connected to a
vector network analyzer (VNA).

As data are collected during the manual scanning process, the user is able to
evaluate the increasing quality of the real-time SAR image. In this way, the user is able to
detect the presence of flaws (if any) while the scan is being performed. After detection,
the user has the option to scan more, concentrate the scanning on a certain area of
interest, revisit a previously scanned area, or terminate the scanning process when
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additional improvement in the SAR image fidelity becomes marginal corresponding to
when a sufficient number of samples has already been collected. Thus, having the user
proactively involved in the measurement process, as an intelligent controller, provides for
real-time feed-back on image quality. Intelligent user involvement is an attractive and
desirable feature in most NDE applications involving imaging. Using this technique,
SAR images are produced in a few minutes as compared to several hours when using
automated scanning platforms.

4.2.2. SAR Image Processing. The 3D SAR algorithm used in this investigation
is the ω-k algorithm using the NUFFT similar to Section 3, as shown in Fig. 4.3
[11],[24]-[26],[17], [39],[30],[62]. It is similar to Fig. 3.2, however, there is a new block
labeled “Reference Forward” that will be described later. As before, it begins by
estimating the 2D spatial spectrum and any method used in this step should provide a
uniformly sampled spectrum, (i.e., kx and ky are uniformly sampled and dependent upon
uniform image sample spacing ∆x and ∆y, respectively). “Spectral Estimation” is
intentionally left general since the real-time SAR algorithm (Method 2) and the first
offline SAR algorithm (Method 3) are identical except for this step. The rest of the
algorithm will be explained in detail since it will be extended in Method 4.

Nonuniform Input
d′(x′,y′,f)
Spectral Estimation
D′(kx,ky,f)
Reference Forward
D(kx,ky,f)
kz ← kz( f )

D(kx,ky,kz)
S(kx,ky,z)
s(x,y,z)
SAR Image
Figure 4.3. ω-k SAR algorithm.
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After spectral estimation, D′(kx,ky,f) is projected forward to the region of interest
using [41]:

2


 4πf 
2
2 
D(k x , k y , f ) = D′(k x , k y , f )exp − jz o 
−
k
−
k

x
y


 ν 



(38)

The variable zo is the standoff distance from the top of the medium of interest to the
measurement plane [63], and it is labeled as “Reference Forward” in Fig. 4.3. The
exponential term containing zo is simply the propagation of the spectrum (or spectral
decomposition) through the first medium for which ν in (38) is the speed of light in that
first medium. If no standoff compensation is required, then zo = 0 or ν = ν in (38). Next,
the wavenumber kz is related to frequency f by the dispersion relation in the medium of
interest:

kz = kz ( f ) =

( )
4 πf

ν

2

− k x2 − k y2

(39)

where ν is the speed of light in the medium of interest (i.e., not ν ). This results in the
nonuniform sampling of the image spectrum, D(kx,ky,kz), along kz. Finally, a 1D NUFFT
over z (range) is performed [38],[40] followed by a 2D inverse FFT over the spatial
coordinates to obtain a high-resolution uniformly sampled 3D SAR image, s(x,y,z).

4.3. SAR PROCESSING ALGORITHMS
This section describes the uniqueness of the three SAR algorithms in the
following order: a) spectral estimation for real-time processing of Method 2, b) improved
spectral estimation technique of Method 3, and c) Method 4 – a novel combination of
spectral estimation and SAR image formation in one step for superior SAR image
formation.

4.3.1. Method 2: Real-Time Processing. The real-time SAR processing
(Method 2) is used to quickly generate and update a SAR image as the user scans the
SUT. To further simplify real-time data management beyond Section 3, the nonuniform
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spatial samples are mapped onto a densely sampled uniform rectangular grid
corresponding to the scan area. Thus, any one nonuniform measurement is digitally
stored corresponding to the nearest uniform grid point (i.e., a reasonable approximation
to Method 2 as defined in Section 3). If the user should resample the same location, then
the old data at that location is updated (substituted) in the place of the new data. This
uniform data is then passed to the 3D SAR processor as described previously. For this
algorithm, the “Spectral Estimation” step simply performs a 2D FFT. This step results in
an exceptionally fast, yet relatively poor, spectral estimation as described in Section 3.
Consequently, SAR images may have uneven brightness or image artifacts that were
caused by uneven spatial distribution of the measured data. However, this process only
takes a fraction of a second to produce and render a SAR image, thus satisfying the realtime performance constraint, particularly when a quick inspection of a suspected area is
desired.

4.3.2. Method 3: Single Spatial Bandwidth Reconstruction. In an effort to
reduce uneven brightness and image artifacts, this algorithm uses an improved spectral
estimation technique. This method and Method 4 both use the raw position and
measurement information (i.e., measurements are not mapped onto a dense uniform grid).
The particular algorithm used is a multi-level residual error minimization technique
[40],[27]; which is identical to the method used in [26] and Method 3-Ω∆ of Section 3.
The drawback of this method is that there is only one spatial bandwidth for the spectral
estimation. This is not adequate for most data since the SUT may contain scatterers near
and far from the measurement plane. Scatterers near the measurement plane appear
smaller in the SAR image than scatterers far away [25]. Thus, the measured data for
scatterers near the measurement plane contain more spatial bandwidth than those far
away. Consequently, the above post-processing method may only be optimum for
scatterers near or far from the measurement plane or somewhere in between, but not for
all distances. The next method will provide a solution that is not limited by this
drawback.

4.3.3. Method 4: Multi-Spatial Bandwidth Reconstruction. For Method 3, the
residual error minimization process sought the minimum RMS error between the 2D
NUFFT and the inverse 2D NUFFT in (28). Here, we propose a novel method that can
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include information regarding the locations of the scatterers in the SUT by using
components of the SAR algorithm. Thus, the error minimization process employed in
Method 4 seeks to minimize error between two different SAR-based transforms that
transform nonuniform measurements d′(x′,y′,f) to the 3D SAR image spectrum S(kx,ky,z)
(R), and vice versa (R-1), as shown in Fig. 4.4 (a) and (b), respectively.
The forward SAR-based transform, R, utilizes components of the forward SAR
algorithm, where only the last inverse 2D FFT is missing. The inverse SAR-based
transform, R-1, utilizes components of the reverse SAR (R-SAR) algorithm [63], where
only the first 2D FFT is missing on the bottom. The R-SAR algorithm and truncation
repair are explained in detail in [63]. It is also explained in the appendix along with
multi-bandwidth reconstruction using coarse image segmentation – the following
derivation would be viewed as fine image segmentation. Using these new SAR-based
transforms, the error minimization process may be executed nearly identically to Method
3 but with a new transform, R, instead of Fxy. Thus, we seek to minimize the RMS of the
residual error:


E r = min 


∑ d ′(x ′, y ′, f ) − R {S (k
−1

x

2 
, k y , z )} 


(40)

such that S(kx,ky,z) is subject to the custom filter L(kx,ky,z):
S (k x , k y , z ) = R {d ′( x ′, y ′, f

)}⋅ L (k x , k y , z )

(41)

The custom filter is defined by a rectangular filter with its width being a function of the
theoretical resolution δx(z) as defined in [25]. Mathematically, the filter is described as:
 ky 
 kx 

 ⋅ rect
L(k x , k y , z ) = rect
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(42)
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Nonuniform Data
d′(x′,y′,f)

Nonuniform Data
d′(x′,y′,f)

D′(kx,ky,f)
D′(kx,ky,f)

Move Reference

Move Reference

D(kx,ky,f)
D(kx,ky,f)

f ← f(kz )

kz ← kz( f )

D(kx,ky,kz)
D(kx,ky,kz)

Truncation Repair
D(kx,ky,kz)

S(kx,ky,z)
SAR Image Spectrum

S(kx,ky,z)
SAR Image Spectrum

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4. SAR-based algorithms (a) Forward (R) and (b) Inverse (R-1).

In use, we assume δx = δy in the above expression since the scanning area is nearly
square. One may easily adapt this procedure to a multi-level process so that the
bandwidth is incremented in an outer loop. However, this was not needed for the SUTs in
this investigation since Er converged in the first iteration. Upon completion of the error
minimization process, the 2D spectrum of the image S(kx,ky,z) is returned. This is easily
related to the final SAR image by an inverse 2D FFT. The result is a high-resolution,
high-quality SAR image that is superior to Method 3 especially for SUTs with scatterers
at different distances from the measurement plane. Simulation results showing the
dramatic differences between Method 3 and 4 are given in the appendix.

4.4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The manual scanner was used to image three different SUTs using a Ku-band
open-ended waveguide in conjunction with an HP8510C vector network analyzer to
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measure the calibrated complex reflection coefficient in the frequency range of 12.4-18
GHz. The nonuniform data was collected for real-time image formation and stored for
offline image formation. After scanning, 3D SAR images were formed from data
corresponding to all three algorithms. The three SUTs were chosen such that they
possessed increased geometrical complexity, namely: a) rubber patches on foam posts,
consisting of simple scatterers in air; b) a mortar block with four reinforcing steel bars
(rebars), with the rebars relatively near the measurement plane and with two of them
possessing a simulated corroded region; and c) a mortar block with two rebars, with the
rebars relatively farther from the measurement plane and with one having corrosion
byproduct (rust) wrapper around a section of it [2]. The results of corresponding 3D SAR
images for real-time and both offline reconstruction algorithms are described below.

4.4.1. Rubber Pads on Foam Posts. This SUT consisted of 9 rubber patches on
foam posts. The nine patches were divided into three sets of three patches each
corresponding to a different height, as shown in Fig. 4.5. These different heights
correspond to distances of 28 mm, 56 mm, and 74 mm from the measurement plane. As
such, it serves as a simple SUT for testing the efficacy of the proposed real-time and
offline methods. For this SUT, the scan area ax × ay was 234.3 mm × 215.8 mm and the
final number of measured sample points Nxy was 4198, which is a relatively large number
of samples. From (31), the mean sampling distance for this SUT is 3.47 mm:

∆=

(234 .3 mm )(215 .8 mm ) ≈ 3 .47 mm
4198

(43)

On the other hand, the uniform sampling step size (i.e., Nyquist density) is close to λ/4
for the medium of interest, which is air with dielectric constant εr = 1:
 1
=
4  4 ε r

λ

 3 × 10 8 m/s 

 = 4.93 mm
 15.2 GHz 


(44)

Consequently, only approximately 2080 sample points are required as determined by the
following expression:
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 a x  a y   234.3 mm  215.8 mm 
 = 



 ≈ 2080
 λ 4  λ 4   4.93 mm  4.93 mm 

(45)

Thus, the data contains twice the number of nonuniform sample points than are
necessary. As we shall see, this final over-sampling causes the output SAR images from
all algorithms to look similar.

Figure 4.5. Picture rubber patches on foam posts.

Figure 4.6 shows the top-view of the real-time 3D SAR images as they are formed
over the course of the manual scan. These images show the location of the rubber patches
as bright indications. The shown percentages are with respect to the final number of
nonuniform sample points. Figure 4.6(a) shows the real-time SAR image formed from
only 5% of the final data corresponding to only 208 nonuniform spatial samples. It shows
an image consisting of two indications and some image artifacts. The wide appearance of
the indications and the fact that only two indications are visible are the consequence of
scanning a small area. Figure 4.6(b) shows the real-time SAR image formed from 20% of
the final data corresponding to 838 nonuniform spatial samples. This shows that as the
scan area grows the initial indications appear less wide and other indications begin to
appear. As more of the area is scanned and more sample points are measured, all
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(a) %5

(b) 20%

(c) 50%
(d) 100%
Figure 4.6. Top-view, real-time SAR images for percent scan completion of rubber
patches on foam posts.

indications become visible, as shown in Fig. 4.6(c). Since the scan is 50% complete, this
corresponds to the number of points as required by the Nyquist density. However, Fig.
4.6(d) shows that as additional spatial samples are measured and included, the real-time
SAR image quality increases as evident by a reduction in image artifacts and more
uniform image brightness.
After completion of the scan, SAR images from the three algorithms may be
generated and compared. Fig. 4.7 shows the top-view of the final 3D SAR images in the
top row and 2D slices of the final 3D SAR images at distances (z) from the measurement
plane corresponding to the three heights of rubber patches. The abbreviations M2, M3,
and M4 correspond to the Method 2, Method 3, and Method 4, respectively, as described
in Section 4.3. Thus, the columns from left-to-right correspond to images resulting from
Method 2, Method 3, and Method 4, respectively. Obviously, indications of the rubber
patches decrease in brightness due to smaller relative size and increased distance from the
measurement plane. However, the influence of the different image processors on the final
SAR image is of greater interest. The top-view of the real-time 3D image in Fig. 4.7(a)
shows irregular indications, especially the indication appearing in the lower-left. Also,
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the slices of this image in Fig. 4.7(b)-(d) show a substantial amount of background noise.
The appearances of the indications are improved for Method 3, as shown in Fig. 4.7(e)(h). This is because the spectral estimation technique of Method 3 reduces uneven
brightness and image artifacts to some degree. However, the indications are further
improved for images resulting from Method 4, as shown in Fig. 4.7(i)-(l). The indications
are more prominent even if farther away, as evident in Fig. 4.7(i). Furthermore, the
resolution of the brightest row in Fig. 4.7(j) is better preserved than in Fig. 4.7(b) and
4.7(f). There is also a decreased level of image artifacts for images resulting from Method
4. The distinct improved image quality when using Method 4 results from the fact that the
spatial information contained in the original data is advantageously exploited for the
spectral estimation of the image, S(kx,ky,z). Consequently, Method 4 results in superior
images compared to the other algorithms for the next two specimens.

3D top-view

z = 28 mm

z = 56 mm

z = 74 mm

(a) M2

(b) M2

(c) M2

(d) M2

(e) M3

(f) M3

(g) M3

(h) M3

(i) M4
(j) M4
(k) M4
(l) M4
Figure 4.7. SAR images of rubber patches on foam posts for all algorithms for the 3D
top-view and slices of the 3D images at three different depths.
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4.4.2. Mortar Block with Four Rebars. This specimen was a mortar block
containing four rebars, as shown in Fig. 4.8. The mortar block had the dimensions 300
mm × 300 mm × 125 mm. The two left rebars were relatively thin. The two right rebars
were relatively thick, with diameter of 16 mm. These also had areas ground-out with
different diameters to model different degrees of corrosion or material loss. The
rightmost rebar had a section ground-out to a diameter of 8 mm whereas the other had a
section ground-out to a diameter of 15 mm indicating only small material loss [2]. All
four rebars were located at the depth of about 26 mm from the measurement plane. The
approximate distance from the measurement plane to the mortar was 8 mm, thus zo = 8
mm in (42). Since there was a large reflection from the air-to-mortar boundary and the
fact that the mortar attenuates the microwave signal as it passes through it, this specimen
served as an example with weaker scattered signals from the scatterers (rebars). For this
specimen, the scan area ax × ay was 217 mm × 212 mm and the number of sample points
Nxy was 7147. Calculated according similarly (44) and (45), the ideal number of points
for mortar (εr = 4) is approximately 7560. Consequently, this specimen was scanned with
a spatial sampling density approximately equal to the Nyquist density.

Probe

Rebars

Figure 4.8. Picture of mortar block with four rebars.

Figure 4.9 shows a top-view of the final 3D SAR images in the top row and 2D
slices of the 3D SAR image at 26 mm from the measurement plane in the bottom row. In
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3D top-view

z = 26 mm

(a) M2

(b) M2

(c) M3

(d) M3

(e) M4
(f) M4
Figure 4.9. SAR images of mortar block with four rebars for all algorithms for the 3D
top-view and slices of the 3D images.

Fig. 4.9(a) there is a bright spot in the lower right corner. This is caused by the user
scanning densely in the lower right corner compared to the rest of the scanning area, and
thus representing a false indication. Figure 4.9(c) shows that Method 3 produced slightly
more uniform image brightness and it better shows the top surface of the mortar block.
Figure 4.9(e) shows that Method 4 produced even more uniform image brightness. This
result is quite desirable when considering inspection of other mortar specimens
containing surface defects. The advantages of Method 4 are further evident in the slices
of the 3D images. Figs. 4.9(b) and (d) show the two left rebars fading toward the top of
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the images and rightmost rebar fading in the middle for a much larger region than that
which was actually ground-out. In Fig. 4.9(f), all four rebar appear with even brightness
as a result of Method 4 – except for the ground-out region of the rightmost rebar, which is
desired since the ground-out section is made distinctly visible.

4.4.3. Mortar Block with Two Rebars. A second mortar sample had the
dimensions of 300 mm × 190 mm × 125 mm with two rebars located at the depth of 50
mm from the top surface of the specimen. Also, the top surface of the specimen was
approximately 50 mm from the measurement plane, making zo = 50 mm. The rebar on the
left was not altered; however, the rebar on the right had a ground-out section that was
filled with rust powder to mimic steel corrosion [2]. Compared to the previous specimen,
this specimen is farther from the measurement plane and the rebar are deeper in the
mortar. Thus, this specimen serves as an example with more weakly scatterers (rebars)
present compared to the previous specimen. In fact, the measured signal level was
comparable to the noise of the system. The scan area ax × ay was 294 mm × 229 mm and
Nxy was 4927. Calculated according to (44) and (45), the ideal number of points for this
mortar specimen (εr = 4) is approximately 11050. Thus, this specimen was scanned with
approximately half the number of samples as required by the Nyquist density.
Consequently, an increased level of image artifacts is expected from both the low signal
level and lower number of spatial samples.
The top-view and slices of the 3D images are shown in Fig. 4.10. The rebar from
this top-view are not visible since the reflection from the mortar is much stronger than the
reflection from the rebars. Figure 4.10(a) shows the SAR image from the real-time
processor. There is a bright region close to the middle of the image since there is a
relatively high concentration of sampling points in that particular region. The image from
Method 3 shows a slight improvement by evening the brightness, as shown in Fig.
4.10(c). However, the image from Method 4 has the most uniform brightness by far, as
shown in Fig. 4.10(e). Consequently, Method 4 resulted in the best image of the top
surface of the specimen, which would be useful for other specimens with surface defects.
The 3D SAR slice images in the second row of Fig. 4.10 show dim and noisy
images of the rebars. All images possess a fairly low quality since the scattered and
subsequently measured signal from the rebars is weak and the number of sampling points
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are only half that as required by the Nyquist density. Since the measurement
concentration is high for that particular region on the left, the left rebar as shown in Fig.
4.10(b) and (d) seems to have an appendage extending to the left. Also, the upper portion
of the right rebar in these images is not readily distinguished from the noisy artifacts. In
Fig. 4.10(f), the image from Method 4 shows some improvement in the fact that the rebar
are obviously linear in shape and the ground-out region is more easily apparent. Thus, the
results of this section demonstrate that manual scanning can be performed to reduce the
number of spatial samples (and imaging time) without losing SUT information even for a
weakly scattering imaging environment.

3D top-view

z = 98 mm

(a) M2

(b) M2

(c) M3

(e) M4

(d) M3
(f) M4
Figure 4.10. SAR images of mortar block with two rebars for all algorithms for the 3D
top-view and slices of the 3D images.
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4.5. SUMMARY
This investigation showed the utility of nonuniform manual scanning as a
practical imaging method. This method relies on real-time and offline SAR algorithms to
generate images from nonuniformly spaced measurements. The real-time SAR algorithm
is used during the adaptive manual scanning (data collection) process, providing the user
with real-time decision-making information. The result is a significant reduction in the
required measurement time without sacrificing image fidelity.
Once the scan is complete, the final SAR images from the real-time SAR
algorithm (Method 2) may exhibit image artifacts and uneven image brightness since the
manual nature of the scanning process may allow the measurements to be concentrated in
some areas more than others. Two offline methods were used based on the minimization
of the residual from Fourier-based transformations. Method 3 used a simple 2D NUFFT
whereas Method 4 was novel in that it used components of the SAR algorithm – making
the method capable of using the spatial distribution of scatterers inherent in the original
data. The offline methods produced higher quality SAR images compared to the real-time
images. It was shown that Method 4 preforms the best among all methods. Thus, it was
successfully demonstrated that the manual scanning technique may be used to
significantly reduce required measurement resources without reducing the final (postprocessed) SAR image quality.
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5. MULTI-FREQUENCY REAL-TIME 2D MICROWAVE CAMERA
5.1. INRODUCTION
Recently, new technologies have demonstrated the ability for microwave and
millimeter wave imaging to produce real-time images by the use of the microwave
camera [34]-[35], consisting of a single transmitter and a collector array of 576 speciallydesigned PIN-loaded resonant slot antenna elements. The microwave camera is capable
of measuring about 20 frames per second and was originally designed to operate at a
single frequency of 24 GHz. The measured scattered electromagnetic field distribution
over the collector array is then used along with the fast SAR algorithm described earlier
[17],[16]; to produce high-resolution images. In order to provide higher quality SAR
images, one would need to obtain imaged data at multiple frequencies so that they may be
coherently averaged. This requires significant modification to the receiver described in
[64]. In addition, multi-frequency images possess a reduced level of image noise and
undesired signal-related artifacts, clearer target indications, and depending on the
operating bandwidth provide limited range resolution for producing volumetric (3D)
images. Modification was necessary since assumptions implied in [64] were only valid
for single-frequency not multi-frequency measurements. For example for multiplefrequency operation, the assumption that the synthesizers (based on voltage-controlled
oscillators (VCO)) could be perfectly phase-locked is no longer valid since: a) the
synthesizers can only be “locked” within the bandwidth of the feedback filter and b)
when the operating frequency changes the phase relationships between synthesizers
change as well, thereby destroying any phase reference. In a multi-frequency system, it is
critical that a phase reference be established so that complex-valued electric field data
can be measured and coherently added to produce a meaningful SAR image. This section
presents the pertinent details necessary to consider when designing a receiver for a multifrequency MST-based imaging array.
To this end, the portions of the microwave camera relevant to this discussion are
described. This is followed by a thorough analysis revealing the significance of the
transition between array elements on the averaged measured data. Next, phase
uncertainty analysis was performed to identify the key sources of uncertainty that were
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having an undesired destructive influence on measured data. Four hardware
modifications are then performed to progressively reduce the phase uncertainty. The
modifications were performed sequentially as the behavior of the microwave camera was
quantified and analyzed thoroughly and methodically. Each of the four modifications is
supported by its own phase uncertainty analysis and experimental results. The phase
uncertainty associated with the system decreased precipitously after all four
modifications were performed resulting in a significantly improved measured signal.
Finally, the results of the modifications are demonstrated with multi-frequency SAR
images produced from several particular test specimens.

5.2. THE MULTI-FREQUENCY MICROWAVE CAMERA BEFORE
HARDWARE CHANGES
Before hardware modification, the receiver in [64] was minimally upgraded in
software to operate at multiple frequencies restricted to a bandwidth within the capability
of the originally-used synthesizers. Since the synthesizers consisted of programmable
phase-lock loops (PLL), their operating frequency can be updated at run-time without
hardware changes [34],[65]. The synthesizers were programmed to cycle through 11
frequencies spaced evenly between 23.1467 and 24.2133 GHz, providing 1.0667 GHz of
bandwidth restricted to the capability of the synthesizers used originally [35]. The
resonant slot antenna elements required no modification since this bandwidth is relatively
narrow (i.e., readily accommodated by the slots). Furthermore, this bandwidth provides
for c/B = 281 mm of range resolution for bistatic measurements [11].
A picture and a schematic of the collector of the 2D microwave imaging array
(camera) is shown in Fig. 5.1. Although this does not constitute a “wideband” system, the
newly obtainable data enables the production of volume images with good spatial (x,y)
resolution while providing for some range (z) resolution as well (a function of the system
bandwidth [25]). Furthermore, information from multiple frequencies can be coherently
combined to increase the effective SNR and obtain 2D images superior to those obtained
from a single frequency, as will be demonstrated later.
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Port 1

Port 3
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Port 2
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Port 4

Port 2

Transmitter
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1. Microwave imaging array (collector) with an open-ended waveguide as its
transmitter: (a) picture and (b) schematic.

The (collector) array consists of 24 rows and 24 columns of PIN diode-loaded
resonant slot antenna elements evenly spaced at 6.25 mm intervals, which is λ/2 at 24
GHz where λ represents the free-space wavelength [35]. Behind the resonant slot
antennas is a signal collection network composed of rows of waveguides and switches,
which is used to route the signal from each antenna element to four separate detection
ports located at the four corners of the array. Each port possesses its own IQ-demodulator
(IQ-DMOD) to provide full vector measurement (i.e., magnitude and phase or real and
imaginary information). For multi-frequency measurement, the transmitter operates at
one frequency at a time. The transmitter antenna is a K-band open-ended rectangular
waveguide, as shown in Fig. 5.1(b), constituting a bistatic system. The wave emitted from
the transmitter is perturbed by a target present between the transmitter and the 2D
collector array. The electric field distribution at the collector array is then recorded by
individually modulating the 576 slot antenna elements (using the PIN diodes) and
measuring the received signal (both magnitude and phase) at all four ports
simultaneously, each port possessing its own IQ-demodulator (IQ-DMOD) to provide full
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vector measurement (i.e., magnitude and phase or real and imaginary information). An
external analog data acquisition (DAQ) card measures two voltages per collection port
thereby measuring eight voltages simultaneously. The time for which any one element is
modulated (i.e., active) is called the element dwell time (EDT). The resulting measured
data can be averaged over the EDT to provide a better estimate of the electric field
distribution over the surface of the collector as measured by all four ports. These signals
can then be combined; e.g., using a maximum ratio combiner [66] or by some other
means. The advantage of a multiple-port measurement system is the increased overall
SNR. This is particularly important since the signal received by each antenna element
attenuates proportional to the length of the signal path to each receiving port [35]. Thus,
measuring the signal from each antenna element at all ports improves the SNR
accordingly. A full data frame includes measurements of all modulated elements, ports,
and selected frequencies.
The SAR algorithm used to form images is based on the ω-k algorithm as
described in Section 2 [17],[25]. When imaging a target (i.e., specimen) with this system,
it is important to subtract the reference data which corresponds to that from the
transmitter alone, resulting in data due to the specimen only. Otherwise, the relatively
strong signal from the transmitter dominates the resulting SAR image thereby masking
the specimen.
The control for element modulation (i.e., tagging) can be performed in two
different modes. The first is called “atomic” mode where the sequence of instructions for
camera control consists of a list of “atomic” (i.e.; indivisible) instructions. This form of
control offers the most freedom of measurement and control since the EDT and sampling
rate can be modified easily in software and elements on the array and frequencies may
even be accessed out of order. However, atomic control is slow since the digital DAQ
used to address elements on the microwave camera is relatively slow [67]. The second
mode for element tagging control uses the field programmable gate array (FPGA)
mounted to the back of the camera [34]. It has the distinct advantage of transitioning
between the elements quickly. However, the transition between elements is visible in the
measured data and FPGA control is not easily configurable since updates to the FPGA
code can only be performed offline [68]. For this study, the EDT is fixed at 50 µs for
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FPGA control. A full data frame under FPGA control requires approximately 1.2 seconds
for all 11 frequencies.
A schematic of the microwave camera receiver is shown in Fig. 5.2 that simplifies
the receiver by illustrating only one of the four ports, similar to [64]. The system is
intended to operate as follows:

1) An RF signal (ωRF) is generated and then radiated using an antenna onto a
scene that may contain some target (illustrated as an open-ended waveguide in
Fig. 5.1(b))
2) The received signal at one PIN diode loaded element is modulated using a
MOD signal (ωMOD)
3) This modulated signal is received by one of the four ports and includes
information about the scene, S(t), which represents the unknown meant to be
quantified since the microwave camera is meant to measure the scene of
interest
4) The received signal is down-mixed using an LO signal (ωRF + ωIF + ωMOD)
5) The down-mixed signal is compared to an IF signal (ωIF) using the IQ-DMOD
resulting in a signal meant to describe only the scene, S(t)

The IQ-DMOD requires a signal four times the IF frequency to function and that
is why θIF is four times ωIF [69]. Ideally, the IQ-DMOD outputs two voltages
representing the real (I) and imaginary (Q) part of the full vector signal (s) with a phase
corresponding only to the scene (S):
π
sω ,e (t ) = I (t ) + jQ (t ) ∝ exp ( j 180
S (t ))

(46)

for some operating frequency (ω) and modulated element (e). Moreover, the receiver was
constructed where the crystal oscillator provides a reference signal only to the FPGA.
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Figure 5.2. System diagram before hardware modification.

Two metrics were used to quantify the performance of the time-varying signal
(sω,e) from the system. These are SNR and phase uncertainty (PU) that may be computed
as:

(

SNR ω ,e = 20 log 10 sω , e (σ s )ω , e

)

PU ω , e = std (phase (sω , e sω , e ))

(47)
(48)

where, s is the average of s, σs is the standard deviation of s, std() is a function that
computes the standard deviation, and phase() is a function that computes the phase of the
complex input between ±180 degrees. Note that the values resulting from the phase
function in (48) have a mean of 0 degrees since the signal is normalized with respect to
its mean value. Computed in this fashion, a system with random phase uniformly
distributed between ±180 degrees results in a PU of approximately 104 degrees. Thus,
PU is bounded between 0 and 104 degrees.
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5.3. THE INFLUENCE OF ELEMENT TRANSITIONS
At the beginning of the investigation, a high level of signal corruption was
observed in FPGA control as opposed to atomic control for the single frequency
operation at 24 GHz. In [34] the signal corruption was attributed to random noise and it
was implied that the corruption could be simply averaged out by averaging over the EDT.
Furthermore, it was thought that mutual coupling may be evident from how signals on the
same row interfere with each other. Figure 5.3 shows the averaged magnitude of the field
distribution as measured by the IQ demodulators from all four ports for 24 GHz for a
transmitter centrally located approximately 200 mm from the collector. Vertical banding
is evident in all port measurements, which is the manifestation of the corruption along the
rows after averaging. Therefore, it is apparent from Fig. 5.3 that a simple averaging
operation insufficient. At a DAQ sampling frequency of 2 MHz, the number of sample
points corresponding to an EDT of 50 µs is 100. Consequently, Fig. 5.3 was generated
from averaging over all 100 sampled points.
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Figure 5.3. Signal magnitude at all four ports at 24 GHz (-25dB – 0dB).
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In an attempt to determine the source of the data corruption, the data was
analyzed before any averaging was performed. It was evident from the raw data (not
shown) that the transition between elements was a substantial portion of the measured
signal within the EDT, which was the ultimate cause of data corruption and not noise or
mutual coupling. Figure 5.4 shows the two dimensional histogram of the absolute value
of the first derivative of voltage with respect to time; hereafter referred to as the change
in voltage with respect to time, |dV/dt|. Bright regions in the histogram indicate a higher
probability whereas dark regions are improbable. The histogram was formed by
combining the |dV/dt| of all elements over their corresponding EDT. It is easily seen that
the transitions occur early within the EDT between 0 and 20 µs. It is not easily seen from
the histogram that the transition converges exponentially. For this reason, Fig. 5.5 is
provided to show the average |dV/dt| where it is evident that the stable portion of the
voltage occurs approximately between 30 and 45 µs. Consequently, this is the only useful
portion of the EDT, and all other samples must be omitted when computing the mean.
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Figure 5.4. 2D histogram of change in voltage w.r.t. time.
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Figure 5.5. Average change in voltage w.r.t. time.

Before culling the transition, the SNR when considering all elements at 24 GHz
without culling was measured to be 6.73 ± 3.72 dB and the PU was 31.27 ± 8.23
degrees, which is very high. Figure 5.6 shows the averaged magnitude of the field
distribution as measured by the IQ-DMOD after the data corresponding to the transition
is culled. The vertical banding is less prominent and the new SNR of the measurement at
24 GHz becomes 22.28 ± 0.86 dB and PU becomes 4.86 ± 1.57 degrees, which is a
substantial improvement from before. Figure 5.6, also shows two dark pixels in the data.
Since they occur at the same location for all four ports, it can be assumed that the dark
pixels are caused by the weak modulation for those specific elements. This phenomenon
is common with this camera since elements may need time to “warm up” or the PIN
diodes (mounted to the antennas by conductive epoxy) become unseated over time.
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Figure 5.6. Signal magnitude at all four ports (-25dB – 0dB) after culling.

5.4. PHASE UNCERTAINTY OF THE SYSTEM
Preliminary analysis of a single data frame showed a very high amount of what
[34] calls “phase noise” in the complex data as received by the IQ-DMOD. When
considering multiple data frames, it was evident that the phase of the signal was
meaningless (not shown). Thorough analysis of the data revealed that the measured phase
for a given element, frequency, and port would slowly drift (less than 10 kHz) between
±60 degrees even when the operating frequency was held constant. This does not
significantly impact single frequency operation since the time required to gather the
information from all elements is shorter than the drift time. Furthermore, if this phase was
measured for some frequency of operation before and after the frequencies had been
cycled, then this phase would appear to jump anywhere between ±180 degrees. Thus,
change in frequency also changed the phase relationship between the input signal and the
IF source. Consequently, the data cannot be used to form a SAR image. It was apparent
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that a more complete analysis of the receiver system should be performed and the
microwave camera receiver should be modified accordingly.
To better represent the system, functions representing phase uncertainty may be
added to the phase of every signal source for phase uncertainty analysis of the system, as
shown in Fig. 5.2. To reduce the number of terms in the phase uncertainty equations, the
phases (θ) of time varying signals are specified in units of degrees and the frequencies of
operation (ω) in degrees-per-second. Hence, the phase of the RF source is determined by
its desired frequency of operation (ωRF) and a time varying phase R(t) spectrally bounded
by the PLL filters (i.e., ±10 kHz) [34]:

θ RF (t ) = (ω RF )t + R (t )

(49)

where R(t) is the phase uncertainty of the RF source. The phase of the modulation signal
(MOD) with its own uncertainty, M(t), is:

θ MOD (t ) = (ω MOD )t + M (t )

(50)

Since the path from the source to the receiver is exposed to the scene, the received phase
incurs another phase uncertainty, S(t):

θ REC (t ) = (ω RF + ω MOD )t + R (t ) + M (t ) + S (t )

(51)

After down-mixing, the phase of the signal may be assumed to be filtered about ωIF:

θ SIG (t ) = (ω IF )t + R (t ) + L(t ) + M (t ) + S (t )

(52)

The signal can be assumed to be internally down-mixed inside the IQ-DMOD with the IF
source:

θ IF (t ) = 4[(ω IF )t + F (t )]

(53)
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which results in the detected phase

θ IQ (t ) = R (t ) + L(t ) + M (t ) + F (t ) + D (t ) + S (t )

(54)

where F(t) is the uncertainty of the IF source and D(t) is the uncertainty of the IQDMOD. Since the IQ-DMOD uses 4ωIF to produce the 90-degree shift using an internal
counter, it can initialize at any state when the frequency is changed [69]. The four
possible states of D(t) are: ±45 degrees and ±135 degrees. It is easily seen from (54) that
the amount of uncertainty in θIQ is intolerable and the influence of the scene S(t) cannot
be determined separately from all of the other uncertainties. In fact, there is no usable
signal to determine the scene.

5.5. MODIFICATION 1: ELIMINATING R and L
The primary strategy to reduce phase uncertainty is to compare a signal against
itself. Consequently, new signals must be generated to facilitate this strategy. This is the
first of four modifications performed on the microwave camera to reduce phase
uncertainty, as shown in Fig. 5.7. It involved the enabling of a certain mixer already
installed in the microwave camera and rerouting signals appropriately to use as a
reference to the IF source. The mixer in question mixes the RF and LO signals together
and was intentionally included in the original design if a phase reference was needed. The
phase of the mixer output filtered about (ωIF + ωMOD) is:

θ1 (t ) = (ω IF + ω MOD )t + R (t ) + L(t )

(55)

This signal is subsequently fed as an input to the IF source. Since the IF source is a PLL
that is trying to lock to the input signal, it is desired that the IF source would attempt to
lock to the input signal. Therefore, the phase from the IF source may be assumed to lock
to the input phase with its own uncertainty, F(t),
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θ IF (t ) = 4 [(ω IF )t + R (t ) + L (t ) + F (t )]

(56)

After IQ-DMOD, the new detected phase is

θ IQ (t ) = M (t ) + F (t ) + D(t ) + S (t )

(57)

Therefore, two sources of phase uncertainty (R(t) and L(t)) were cancelled by using direct
comparison.
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Figure 5.7. System diagram after Modification 1.

To confirm the benefits of the system modification, the system was operated to
measure and record 30 frames of all 11 frequencies in atomic mode with 1000 samples
per element. Experimental results show that the new SNR is -9.58 ± 3.46 dB and the new
PU is 97.21 ± 2.23 degrees, therefore the phase is still meaningless. Consequently, the
first modification was necessary but insufficient, and the remaining phase uncertainties
still dominate S(t). The phase uncertainty can be illustrated by the two dimensional
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histogram of a particular signal in the complex plane where regions of higher probability
are bright, as shown in Fig. 5.8. The signal corresponds to the element nearest port 1
measured at 24 GHz. There are 1000 samples for this element for each of the 30 frames,
thereby providing 30,000 samples total. Figure 5.8 shows that the signal can appear
effectively anywhere on the circle, giving visual meaning to the metrics SNR and PU.

Figure 5.8. Modification 1, 2D Histogram of row 1, column 24, port 1 at 24 GHz.

To further understand the phase uncertainty, Fig. 5.9 illustrates the probability
density function (PDF) of the phase for all four modifications for the same element,
frequency, and port. The measured phase distribution improves for subsequent
modifications as phase uncertainty is reduced. It can be seen that the mean value of the
distributions changes since the transmitter moves between measurement setups; however,
it is the shape of the distribution that is most important. One can see that the distribution
for Modification 1 is almost uniform between ±180-degrees, which is why the PU is so
high. An ideal PDF would appear as an impulse at some location. This figure will be
referred to later when discussing the remaining modifications.
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Figure 5.9. Probability density function (PDF) of the phase for all modifications.

5.6. MODIFICATION 2: ELIMINATING M
In order to eliminate the phase uncertainty of the modulation (M), it was
determined that a better reference was required for the IF source. This new reference
signal was obtained by mixing RF, LO, and MOD signals together. This was done by
cascading another mixer to the mixer enabled in Modification 1, as shown in Fig. 5.10.
This signal is

θ 2 (t ) = (ω IF )t + R (t ) + L (t ) + M (t )

(58)

which is used as the new reference to the IF source. Consequently, the new phase for the
IF source becomes
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θ IF (t ) = 4[(ω IF )t + R (t ) + L (t ) + M (t ) + F (t )]

(59)

After IQ-DMOD, the new detected phase shows that M(t) is eliminated

θ IQ (t ) = F (t ) + D (t ) + S (t )
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Figure 5.10. System diagram after Modification 2.

To confirm the benefits of the system modification, another histogram was
generated similar to before, as shown in Fig. 5.11. This shows that the phase distribution
has been greatly narrowed which is consistent with Fig. 5.9. Experimental results show
that the new SNR is 21.96 ± 1.58 dB, which is an increase of approximately 30 dB.
Similarly, the PU improved to 5.03 ± 3.48 degrees. The detected phase from the IQDMOD still varied between ±10 kHz, indicating that the uncertainty F(t) is significant
and must be eliminated.
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Figure 5.11. Modification 2, 2D Histogram of row 1, column 24, port 1, at 24 GHz.

5.7. MODIFICATION 3: ELIMINATING F
The phase uncertainty originating from the IF source PLL can only be eliminated
by removing the IF source entirely. Since the IQ-DMOD expects to down-convert the
incoming signal four times, a quadrupler (x4) may be used in place of the IF source, as
shown in Fig. 5.12. Consequently, the new phase for the IF Quadrupler becomes

θ IF (t ) = 4[(ω IF )t + R (t ) + L (t ) + M (t )]

(61)

After IQ-DMOD, the new detected phase is

θ IQ (t ) = D (t ) + S (t )

(62)

Thus, if the scene is held constant one may be able to quantify the uncertainty of the IQDMOD alone.
To confirm the benefits of the system modification, another histogram was made
similar to before, as shown in Fig. 5.13, which is consistent with Fig. 5.9. Here it can be
seen that the detector uncertainty D(t) has a very large influence when using the
quadrupler in place of the IF source. This was a very peculiar result since to this point
D(t) had no distinguishable influence from the other uncertainties, as shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Experimental results show that the system SNR dropped to -7.84 ± 0.39 dB and PU
became 92.12 ± 0.28 degrees. Although the metrics worsened, any one of the four modes
of the phase distribution were narrower than before, which is a net improvement.
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Figure 5.12. System diagram after Modification 3.

Figure 5.13. Modification 3, 2-D Histogram of row 1, column 24, port 1, at 24 GHz.
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The reason D(t) had not been visible before was because the IF source (still
present in Modification 2) smoothed the transition between frequencies. The transition
between frequencies occurs when the RF and LO sources are instructed to change
frequency and have not yet phase locked. Consequently, the output from mixing RF and
LO together during this time is chaos. Figure 5.14 shows the effect of the frequency
transition on the measure of the offset voltage for Modification 2. The eight measured
voltages are plotted on the complex plane. Ports 1, 2, 3, and 4 are colored red, green,
blue, and black, respectively. Here it can be seen that the complex signal deviates from
the mean value smoothly and it is contained by the filter in the PLL of the IF source. This
is in stark contrast to Fig. 5.15 that shows the same transition for Modification 3 using the
quadrupler. The complex signal deviates wildly, thusly demonstrating that Modification 3
allows D(t) to destroy the utility of the measured signal.
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Figure 5.14. Modification 2 frequency transition.
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Figure 5.15. Modification 3 frequency transition.

5.8. MODIFICATION 4: ELIMINATING D
The last phase uncertainty originates from the IQ-DMOD (D) . Thus, the IF signal
before the quadrupler must be measured simultaneously to compare with the port
measurements. However, the DAQ used to measure the voltages can only measure eight
voltages simultaneously. Consequently, one of the ports cannot be measured. After
observing the SNR and PU metrics for one data frame (thusly avoiding the negative
effects of the frequency transition for Modification 3), it was easily determined that
omitting port 2 yielded the best SNR and PU compared to the other ports as observed
from Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. SNR and PU for Port Omission.
Omit Port
1
2
3
4

SNR (dB)
36.82 ± 2.15
38.59 ± 1.85
36.50 ± 2.10
36.52 ± 2.61

PU (degrees)
0.76 ± 0.22
0.60 ± 0.14
0.81 ± 0.22
0.84 ± 0.27
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To confirm the benefits of the system modification, another histogram was made
similar to before, as shown in Fig. 5.16, which is consistent with Fig. 5.9. Here it can be
seen that there is only one mode to the phase distribution and it has a similar width to that
observed for Modification 3. Experimental results show that the new SNR increased to
39.25 ± 3.06 dB and PU became 1.08 ± 0.29 degrees, effectively the same accuracy of
the IQ-DMOD [69]. Consequently, the SNR has increased by nearly 50 dB as compared
to Modification 1, which makes multi-frequency measurements possible. Moreover, the
distribution appears to be Gaussian. Thus, the signal can now be averaged to increase the
SNR further.

Figure 5.16. Modification 4, 2D Histogram of row 1, column 24, port 1 at 24 GHz.

5.9. IMAGES FROM THE MODIFIED CAMERA
The microwave camera was tested using a solitary transmitter and three
balsawood test samples to observe the efficacy of the new system to make SAR images.
The microwave camera was calibrated similar to [34] except that the calibration was
performed for 11 frequencies instead of just one. Furthermore, FPGA control was used;
data corresponding to the transition was culled; and the positions of the transmitter
necessary for calibration were tracked by the 2D scanner, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. This
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calibration used in combination with a bistatic SAR algorithm can be used to generate
high-quality SAR images according to the scene.
Images of a centrally located transmitter about 185 mm away are shown in Fig.
5.17. The 3D image transmitter appears long since the range resolution (inversely
proportional to bandwidth) is so poor, as shown in Fig. 5.17(a). The 2D slice of the
transmitter looks practically ideal since it is nearly free of image artifacts and noise, as
shown in Fig. 5.17(b). The ability of the microwave camera to make this high-quality of
an image is a direct result of the software and hardware modifications performed earlier.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.17. Image of the transmitter ~185 mm away (a) 3D (b) 2D slice.

Three balsawood test specimens were used to demonstrate the efficacy of the
improved microwave camera system, as shown in Fig. 5.18. All specimens consist of two
5 mm-thick balsawood slabs that were glued together after inserting one or more thin
objects of different material. All specimens were supported in front of the microwave
camera using a foam pillar with a notch cut in. This way, the specimens may be centrally
located in front of the microwave camera, the specimens are parallel to the imaging array,
and the support for the specimen is nearly transparent. Specimen 1 contains a thin square
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Figure 5.18. Balsawood specimens (a) with one rubber pad, (b) with four rubber pads,
and (c) with one copper pad.

rubber pad about 10 mm on each side, as shown in Fig. 5.18(a). It is a relatively simple
specimen that can illustrate the basic functionality of the camera as an imaging device.
Specimen 2 contains four circular rubber pads of different sizes and separations used to
test the obtainable resolution of the system, as shown in Fig. 5.18(b). The resolution is a
function of aperture size, distance between the object and the imaging array, beamwidth,
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and more as described in Section 2 [25]. For this bistatic measurement, the best resolution
obtainable is approximately λ/2 = 6.25 mm, where λ is the free-space wavelength at 24
GHz (i.e., 12.5 mm). Specimen 3 contains a small copper patch that scatters strongly
back to the transmitter but does not scatter strongly as received by the imaging array. As
such, it tests the dynamic range of the receiver.
Data was collected for each specimen centrally located in front of the camera at
approximate distances of 30 mm, 50 mm, and 75 mm. In an attempt to reduce noise in the
measurement, three data frames using FPGA control were averaged together for every
measurement. The data also contains the illumination of the transmitter, which is very
bright and tends to mask the data from the SUT. Therefore, the transmitter was
coherently subtracted as described before. This coherent subtraction is only possible
through the new phase certainty of the modified system (i.e., lower phase uncertainty).
Multi-frequency and single frequency (24 GHz) images were produced for comparison.
Furthermore, to immediately compare these results with the previous publications [34][35], another single frequency image at 24 GHz was produced where the data was
divided by the transmitter data rather than subtracted; namely, single frequency divided.
This particular method was necessary before the improvements to the camera since
coherent subtraction could not be performed then due to the prohibitively high phase
uncertainty.
The images for Specimen 1 show the distinct advantage of multi-frequency
measurement and coherent subtraction, as shown in Fig. 5.19. Comparing the single
frequency column with the multi-frequency column, it can be seen that the multifrequency images have better background suppression (i.e., the background is darker) and
the image is generally more free of image artifacts. This is possible since the multifrequency image can be thought of as 11 different single frequency images coherently
summed together. Thus, any location in the image that is a source of scattering will tend
to add constructively. Conversely, any location in the image that is not a source of
scattering will tend to add destructively. Comparing the single frequency and the single
frequency divide column, it can be seen that coherent subtraction is desirable over
coherent division since it has better background suppression and better resolution as
observed by the size of the rubber pad. Returning to the multi-frequency images, as the
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distance grows between the specimen and the collector, the features in the image appear
wider and, obviously, resolution is lost. Also, the edge of the specimen begins to
influence the interior of the image, as shown in Fig. 5.19(i). Furthermore, the limited
range resolution of the microwave camera allows the image of the transmitter to
influence the appearance of the specimen even after subtraction. This phenomenon occurs
for all specimens as the distance between the specimen and the microwave camera
increases.

Single Frequency Divide

Single Frequency

Multi-Frequency

(a) 30 mm

(b) 30 mm

(c) 30 mm

(d) 50 mm

(e) 50 mm

(f) 50 mm

(g) 75 mm

(h) 75 mm

(i) 75 mm

Figure 5.19. Specimen 1 at 30, 50 and 75 mm for single frequency divide, single
frequency, and multi-frequency.
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Specimen 2 represents a challenge since three of the pads are spaced closer than
the resolution, as shown in Fig. 5.20. The images in the column corresponding to multifrequency measurement are the best by far. Again, it can be observed that multifrequency is better than single frequency and coherent subtraction is better than coherent
division. However, only the top-most pad is distinguishable in the image and the rest of
the pads blur together. This is expected since the spacing is smaller than the available
resolution. As the distance between Specimen 2 and the imaging array increases, the
indications of the pads are lost, which is also expected since the edges of the balsawood
begin to affect the interior of the image.
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(b) 30 mm

(c) 30 mm

(d) 50 mm

(e) 50 mm
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(h) 75 mm

(i) 75 mm

Figure 5.20. Specimen 2 at 30, 50 and 75 mm for single frequency divide, single
frequency, and multi-frequency.
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The last specimen, Specimen 3, also represents a challenge since the signal from
the small copper pad is weak as received by the collector, as shown in Fig. 5.21. For
multi-frequency imaging, the copper pad can be easily seen in Fig. 5.21(c) and partially
seen in 5.21(f), but the copper pad cannot be seen in Fig. 5.21(i) since at this distance
from the collector the signal has become too weak. The advantages of coherent
subtraction can again be witnessed by comparing the single frequency and single
frequency divide columns, but only the balsawood itself can really be seen and not the
copper pad. This again demonstrates the advantages of multi-frequency measurement and
coherent subtraction.
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Figure 5.21. Specimen 3 at 30, 50 and 75 mm for single frequency divide, single
frequency, and multi-frequency.
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5.10. SUMMARY
A heterodyne receiver [64], used in a 2D real-time microwave camera operating
at a frequency of 24 GHz [35] was modified to operate at multiple frequencies. Increased
bandwidth allows for coherent averaging of image data over frequency resulting in
increased system SNR and higher-contrast image production. Software modifications
were required since the transitions between array elements must be identified and
excluded in the final measurement. Receiver hardware modifications were required since
every independent source in the receiver also contained its own phase uncertainty. After
hardware modifications were performed, the SNR of the system increased from (-9.58 ±
3.46) dB to (39.25 ± 3.06) dB. Also, the phase uncertainty was reduced from (97.21 ±
2.23) degrees to (1.08 ± 0.29) degrees. Images from the microwave camera demonstrate
the capability of the modified multi-frequency receiver.
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6. CORRECTING MUTUAL COUPLING AND POOR ISOLATION FOR REALTIME 2D MICROWAVE IMAGING SYSTEMS
6.1. INTRODUCTION
The system in Section 5 is one of the recently new microwave and millimeter
wave imaging systems capable of producing high-resolution and real-time images useful
for industrial, scientific, or medical applications. These systems utilize an imaging array
where the collected scattered field data, measured by the array elements, are used in
conjunction with a fast imaging algorithm (i.e., SAR as describe in Section 2) to produce
an image of the scene under test. Some of these systems consist of a linear (1D) array of
electronically-switched antenna elements [11],[36]. Other systems (typically 2D) employ
modulated scatterer technique (MST) to determine the electric field distribution over a
prescribed region [70],[73]. As such, modulated scatterers may be arranged in a relatively
dense array as compared to the operating wavelength. Each scatterer is modulated (i.e.,
electrically [72], optically [71], etc.) between two states such that the scatterer’s
contribution to coherent measurements at the receiver may be observed. This procedure
essentially allows for individually tagging each array element, thus rendering
measurement of electric field properties at those locations. The effectiveness of tagging is
a function of modulation depth, which determines (amongst other things) the strength of
the received contribution from the element [34]. The contributions from all elements are
then properly combined to determine the electric field distribution. Subsequently, backpropagation or SAR algorithms are used to form a 2D (single-frequency) or 3D
(wideband) image [72],[35].
Unfortunately for both electrically-switched arrays and arrays employing MST,
the measured data may be contaminated by the undesired effects of mutual coupling
among array elements [70],[74]. This tends to corrupt the measurement of the electric
field distribution, which subsequently blurs the image. Poor isolation, which manifests
itself in several ways, also adversely affects the measured electric field distribution. In
electronically-switched arrays, perfect isolation among array elements is not possible. For
arrays employing MST, the lack of isolation regarding the modulation signal may allow
multiple elements to modulate simultaneously, thereby causing the measured signal to
contain information not from one but from multiple modulated scatterers. Also,
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depending on the specific data collection scheme, internal coupling mechanisms
preventing isolation between elements (i.e., improper shielding of open transmission lines
or interconnects, etc.) may further degrade the measured data. Consequently, in such
imaging arrays measured data from one element also contains data from other elements
causing what is collectively referred to here as coupling. Since coupling corrupts the
measured scattered electric field distribution, it therefore introduces undesirable artifacts
in the resulting SAR image. Lastly, signal leakage from internal sources (i.e., VCO, etc.)
may also contaminate the measured data, which causes a static offset (hereon referred to
as the offset) in the measured data. This offset determines the lower bound of the imaging
system dynamic range and must be properly accounted for in order to obtain data useful
for imaging.
Clearly, an imaging system should be designed to minimize coupling. However, if
the design does not provide for an adequately low level of coupling, robust signal or
image processing techniques may need to be incorporated into the overall system. Several
such techniques exist that correct for (mutual) coupling or sharpen a SAR image (e.g.,
SAR autofocusing techniques and compressive sensing (CS)). For instance, most
corrections for coupling are intended to enhance or repair the far-field pattern of an
antenna array [75]-[76]. On the other hand, SAR autofocus techniques may be used to
sharpen the final image, but they only consider the measured phase error and not the
coupling among array elements [77]-[78]. This is due to the fact that these methods were
developed for a single scanning antenna as opposed to an imaging array. Furthermore, CS
algorithms may be used to determine coupling and provide the sharpest possible image,
but the result is only valid for an individual case or dataset (i.e., case dependent) [79].
Consequently, these methods are not directly applicable to an imaging array. To the
authors’ knowledge, no general technique exists to uniquely determine and correct for
coupling (i.e., calibrate) for imaging purposes.
In this section a well-known correlation cancellation technique (as will be
discussed) is adapted as a pre-processor to estimate a correction to the measured 2D
electric field distribution obtained by the portable high-resolution and real-time
microwave camera as described in Section 5. This system can be made to operate in such
a way that it is susceptible to the adverse effects of coupling and offset that were
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described earlier. As such, the system serves to demonstrate the efficacy of the preprocessor, which may also work for other imaging systems employing elements similar to
those in [80]-[81]. Preliminary work in [73] showed the usefulness of this pre-processing
approach, which is subsequently extended in this investigation. Three methods (one in
addition to those applied in [73]) were used to estimate corrections to the measured data.
The efficacy of these correction methods are then compared using both simulated and
measured data from the microwave camera showing enhancement in the quality of
produced SAR images. Lastly, imaging results of a more complex specimen are provided
to demonstrate the usefulness and limitations of the corrections in a more complex
scenario.

6.2. APPROACH
For the microwave camera described in the previous section, the coupling is
sufficiently low such that its effects cannot be seen in SAR images (i.e., the coupling was
less than -50 dB and lower than the system noise). Otherwise, there would be an
appreciable amount of blurring or image artifacts. To demonstrate this, Specimen 1 from
Section 5 was imaged to provide Fig. 6.1 for (a) single frequency and (b) multi-frequency
images. However, the microwave camera system may be still be used to demonstrate the
capabilities of the pre-processor mentioned previously. Consequently, the camera
(hardware) system was modified (in addition to Section 5) in order to reduce modulation
isolation along the columns of the array and internal isolation between the rows. This
modification increased the coupling level to approximately -16 dB, similar to [74]. Using
this modified camera, Specimen 1 was once again imaged using single and multiple
frequencies, as shown in Fig. 6.1(c) and (d), respectively. Compared to the results in Fig.
6.1(a) and (b), these new images show the influence of increased coupling as evidenced
by the fact that the specimen is for all practical purposes obscured. This modified system
can now be used to illustrate the effectiveness of the pre-processor, as will be shown
later.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.1. 2D slices of 3D SAR images for the balsawood specimen using: (a) single
frequency (24 GHz) and (b) multi-frequency; and after system modification (c) single
frequency (24 GHz) and (d) multi-frequency.

6.3. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The microwave camera characteristics will now be mathematically defined so that
the applied correction scheme may be effectively described later. Variable labels are
chosen to be consistent with those reported in the existing literature for the correlation
canceller [37]. Since the system behaves similarly for all measured frequencies, we may
(without loss of generality) consider the correction process one frequency at a time. The
ideal electric field distribution (i.e., ideal data devoid of coupling, offset, and noise and
having its phase referenced to the slot antenna location) at a given frequency is described
by the column vector y = [y1, y2, … y576]T, where (T) is the transpose operation. The nth
element of y may be related to the rth row and the cth column of the microwave imaging
collector array by the following expression:
n = r + 24 c

(63)
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This is also known as column-major order since the column has the most influence on the
index. Let us also define the actual electric field (i.e., corrupted signal) at the pth port by
the column vector xp with 576 rows, where p is selected port.
The goal is to express of xp in terms of y and the system parameters. The coupling
matrix C is used to model coupling between all 576 slot antenna elements:

C1, 2
 1
C
1
2,1
C=
 M
M

C576,1 C576, 2

K C1,576 
L C 2,576 
O
M 

L
1 

(64)

It is defined such that C1,2 is the complex coupling from element 2 onto element 1. Since

C cannot be assumed to be reciprocal for this multi-port system, Cij may or may not equal
Cji for i ≠ j. Furthermore, the diagonal of C is unitary by definition to distinguish it from
the complex port scaling Sp, which is a collection of four diagonal matrices indicating the
relative magnitude and phase of the nth element to the pth port:

 S1p

0
Sp = 
 M

 0

0 

0 
O 0 
p 
0 S 576


0 K
S 2p L
M
0

(65)

The nth element at the pth port may also have a static offset as described before, which is
represented by the vector:

 b1p 
 p
b
bp =  2 
 M 
 p 
b576 

(66)
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The coupling matrix (C), the port scaling (Sp), and the static port offset (bp) represent the
system parameters and may be combined to express the actual measurement at the pth
port (xp) in terms of the ideal measurement (y) by the following:
x p = S p Cy + b p

(67)

6.4. CORRELATION CANCELLING
A pre-processor used to correct the measured data (electric field distribution)
before the SAR algorithm is applied is introduced in [36],[73]. This pre-processor is
based on the well-known correlation cancellation technique described in [37], useful for
echo cancellation. Even though [37] is a well-known technique, for the purpose of
applying it to the system here, it must be properly modified. The correlation canceller is a
general algorithm that may be modified to determine the microwave system parameters,
and it works in three simple steps. First, the spatial correlation between element
measurements is statistically determined from many sets of ideal data and training data
(i.e., the correlation being a result of coupling). The second step involves forming an
estimate of the correction from the correlation. Finally, this correction is applied to real
measured data to obtain a corrected version of the data closer to ideal (i.e., uncorrupted).
This particular algorithm was introduced in [73]; however, it has been modified to
accurately specify all terms that depend upon the port p and provide another suitable
correction estimate.
Three different correction estimates were formed for comparison. These
correction estimates are based on: 1) inversion of system parameters (Mi), 2) direct use of
the correlation matrices (Md), and 3) simple scalar correction that does not correct for
coupling (Ms). This is followed by the description of system parameters used for
simulation followed by the technique used to train the correlation canceller.

6.4.1. Description of the Correlation Canceller. The correlation canceller
adapted for the microwave camera is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. It aims to minimize the error
with respect to the pth port (ep) by determining the an estimate for C and Sp.
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ep

+

xp
y

-

Sp

C

bp
Figure 6.2. Correlation canceller to determine system parameters.

The solution requires that ep and y be uncorrelated. Thus, the correlation matrix for port p
must be zero:

[

]

R eyp = E e p y T =

N −1

1
N

∑e

p
n

y Tn = 0

(68)

n=0

where the estimate of the correlation is formed from N unique measurements. From Fig.
6.2, it is easily shown that:

(

)

(69)

R eyp = 0 = R xyp − S p CR yy

(70)

e p = x p − S p Cy + b p

and (69) can be substituted into (68) to obtain:

where R xyp is the correlation between (xp - bp) and y for port p. Thus, solving for SpC
results in:

S pC = R xyp (R yy )

−1

The values Sp are simply the diagonal elements of (71). Since Sp is diagonal, (Sp)-1 is
easily determined and the coupling matrix may be determined from the following:

(71)
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( ) (S C) = (S ) (R (R ) )

C = Sp

−1

p −1

p

−1

p
xy

yy

(72)

However, to obtain a better estimate of C, the results of (72) should be combined for all
four receiver ports. Given a weight Wnp from every port p for measurement n,

W1 p
0 K 0 


0 W2p L 0 
p

W =
 M
M O 0 

p 
0
0 W576
 0


(73)

the diagonal matrix Wp is defined so that the individual estimates of (72) may be
combined as:

( )

C = ∑Wp Sp

−1

R xyp (R yy )

−1

(74)

p

Now that the system has been determined in terms of the correlation matrices, a
correction may be estimated to determine the ideal measurement (y) from the actual
measurement (xp):

( ) (x

y = C −1 ∑ W p S p

−1

p

−bp

)

(75)

p

where C is assumed to be full rank. However, C-1 may not be useful since C and Sp are
sensitive to the noise in xp and the matrix Ryy inverted in (74) may not be full rank (i.e.,

Ryy may be degenerate). This occurs when there is an insufficient quantity of y when
estimating Ryy (i.e., N is too small so there is not enough representative electric field
distributions). Therefore, the general correction method, M, is defined such that M may
represent one of the following three cases:

1) Correction (Mi) based on the inverse of C:
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( ) (x

y i = C −1 ∑ W p S p

−1

p

−bp

)

(76)

p

2) Correction (Md) using the correlation matrices directly and, hence, avoids
inverting both Ryy and C and instead inverts only R xyp :

( ) (x

y d = ∑ W p R yy R xyp

−1

p

−bp

)

(77)

p

3) Correction (Ms) excluding C that in effect only performs a complex scalar
correction by using only the diagonal elements of R xyp and Ryy (extracted by
the function “diag”) such that

( ) (x

ys = ∑ W p S p

−1

p

−bp

)

(78)

p

where,

S =
p

( )
diag(R )
diag R xyp

(79)

yy

The corrections were chosen for the following reasons. Mi is a correction that is
consistent with the derivation (i.e., equations (68)-(75)). However, this involves two
matrix inversions and is therefore numerically unstable for degenerate or near degenerate
correlation matrices. Md may be more robust and more numerically stable since it
requires only one matrix inversion. Ms is based on the calibration used in [34] and was
chosen since it does not correct for coupling, but it still corrects for complex port scaling.
As such, Ms is a simple correction that can show the influence of coupling for
comparison to SAR images generated by using Mi and Md.

6.4.2. System Parameters for Simulation. For simulation purposes, the
magnitude of Sp was assigned similarly to that in [34] so that the signal measured from
the far corner of a given port would be attenuated by 25 dB. Since the phase of Sp
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depends upon many unknowns (i.e., elemental uniqueness, signal path length, etc.), the
phases of all elements in Sp were assigned randomly and uniformly between -180 and
180-degrees. The coupling matrix C was assigned to represent a coupling level of
elements in the same column as approximately
-16 dB, similar to [74]. Coupling was assumed not to exist from column to column,
which is consistent with the camera modifications mentioned before. A complex phase of
zero was assigned to elements in C to provide for maximum influence of coupling to the
simulated data (i.e., coupling adding in-phase). As such, this common phase assignment
in C is more consistent with experiment and it differs from [73], which had assigned
random phases to C and caused coupling to add destructively (i.e., undesired simulated
behavior). The offset (bp) was assigned as a unit vector since its particular value in
simulation was not critical.

6.4.3. Training the Correlation Canceller. The correlation canceller was
trained similarly for simulation and experiment. Without the loss of generality, we will
describe how training is performed for the simulation below (i.e., estimating the
correlation matrices). Simulated training of the correlation canceller was performed with
data y corresponding to an isotropic point transmitter. Additionally, xp was corrupted
with additive white noise corresponding to an SNR of 50 dB. This is consistent with the
experimental data (that will be shown later) consisting of a coherent average of 30
samples available during the EDT associated with each element corresponding to the
system SNR of ~40 dB. The first quantity to determine is the offset corresponding to the
measurement from the collector array at each port where none of the array elements are
tagged:

[ ]

b p = E xˆ p

(no tagging)

(80)

The covariance matrices R xyp and Ryy may now be found in terms of bp.
Consequently, the spatial correlation between (xp-bp) and y must be explored by changing
the electric field distribution (i.e., using N transmitter locations). Ideally, Ryy should be
determined from uncorrelated selections of y (i.e., Ryy = E[yyT] and should be diagonal),
which is not obtainable in practice since the single transmitter illuminates the entire array
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and not one element at a time. Consequently, (71) was modified to make the inversion of

Ryy possible:

S pC = R xyp (R yy + δI 576 )

−1

(81)

where δ = 10-12 << 1. Also, since coupling is known to occur only along the same
column, only significant neighbors were preserved in R xyp and Ryy (i.e., all other elements
were assigned to zero thereby nulling insignificant correlation values). To this end, the
training data for simulation was constructed for an ideal point transmitter located at N =
440 random locations 185 mm away from the array for an area twice that of the array. For
experimental training data, the transmitter is an open-ended K-band rectangular
waveguide, as mentioned before.

6.5. SIMULATION RESULTS OF A TRANSMITTER
The following 3D and 2D SAR images where generated for an isotropic point
transmitter 185 mm away, chosen to be consistent with correlation training. The image of
the transmitter alone is trivial, but it is useful for direct evidence of coupling correction in
the resulting SAR images. For illustration purposes, the exact position of the transmitter
is not part of the training set, indicating that the correction may be used for an arbitrary
measurement. As shown in Fig. 6.3, images were created by correcting data using all
three methods: Mi, Md, and Ms, and for comparison, an ideal image of the point
transmitter is considered as well. The transmitter appears stretched along the z-axis since
the operating bandwidth is only ~1 GHz. The Mi and Md corrections appearing in Fig.
6.3(b) and (c), respectively, are nearly identical to the ideal, which is desirable. This can
be quantitatively shown by computing the RMS error (E2) of the actual images compared
to the ideal. This error is calculated to be -33 dB for Mi and -44.25 dB for Md. Thus,
there is some advantage to only performing matrix inversion once, although this level of
error is not visible in the final image according to [25] (i.e., error levels below -20 dB are
not visibly detectable). Figure 6.3(d) shows the effects of coupling since Ms does not
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correct for it (i.e., image artifacts extending along the columns of the array). The error for
this particular image is quite large, -1.61 dB.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.3. 3D simulated images for (a) ideal, (b) Mi, (c) Md, and (d) Ms.

Figure 6.4 shows 2D slices of the 3D SAR image corresponding to the location of
the point transmitter and better illustrates the coupling induced in the SAR image of Ms
as shown in Fig. 6.4(d). Here, the image artifacts associated with the coupling along the
columns of the array are very pronounced as compared to the other 2D images. It is also
shown just how alike Figs. 6.4(a)-(c) really are, which again is desirable.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.4. 2D slices of simulated images for (a) ideal, (b) Mi, (c) Md, and (d) Ms.

6.6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The following 3D and 2D SAR images were generated for an open-ended K-band
rectangular waveguide transmitter located approximately 185 mm away from the imaging
array. The correlations and corrections were computed using the same procedure as
above except that the ideal field was calculated using the method described in [13]
instead of a point transmitter. The position of the transmitter was recorded using the same
2D positioning system as was used in [33]. These particular results of a single transmitter
and empty scene were obtained to be consistent with the simulation results (mentioned
above) for comparison purposes. Again, the exact position of the transmitter is not part of
the training set and, therefore, demonstrates that the correction may be used for an
arbitrary measurement. Figure 6.5 shows the 3D perspective SAR images and Fig. 6.6
shows 2D slices corresponding to the location of the open-ended waveguide.
When Ms is used as the correction, it is evident that the level of coupling in the
data and the subsequent image is very large, as shown in Figs. 6.5(c) and 6.6(c). Just as
before, there is a large amount of image artifacts along the columns of the array, as
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shown in Fig. 6.6(c). However, the image artifacts are more pronounced than those in the
simulation, thus showing that the coupling in simulation was underestimated.
Consequently, the coupling level is high enough to represent a significant challenge to
recover meaningful information from the actual data. The results of Mi correction in Figs.
6.5(a) and 6.6(a) and the Md correction in Figs. 6.5(b) and 6.6(b) are quite similar, and
both demonstrate that the image of the transmitter can be recovered. However, it is
evident from Fig. 6.6(b) that the side lobes associated with the transmitter are better
represented by Md (i.e., as compared with Fig. 6.5(a)) meaning that Md may have some
advantage over Mi as it visually appears to be a better correction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.5. 3D experimental images for (a) Mi, (b) Md, and (c) Ms.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.6. 2D slices of experimental images for (a) Mi, (b) Md, and (c) Ms.

One phenomenon that cannot be illustrated in the still images is the time varying
noise and the susceptibility of the different corrections to noise, which would appear in a
stream of images. To this end, the SNR was computed for the uncorrected and corrected
data before time averaging. The SNR of the data can be computed for every frequency
(ω) and array element (i) as:

 (y * )ω ,i
SNRω ,i = 20 log10 
 (σ y )
ω ,i







(82)

where y* is the time average of estimated ideal data y* (i.e., yi, yd, or ys) and σy is the
standard deviation in time of y*. This metric is acceptable since it was the time-averaged
data that was used to form the corrections (i.e., it is important not to use the exact data
that were used to form the correction since it would obtain a trivial result). Thus, the SNR
is a function of both frequency and array element position.
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To reduce the expression of SNR, Table 6.1 shows the average SNR plus or
minus the standard deviation for the different corrections as computed over frequency
and element position. One thousand time samples per element per frequency were used to
estimate the statistics. Here, it can be seen that Ms influences SNR minimally compared
to no correction. Thus, in a stream of images, SAR images corresponding to Ms corrected
data would have a high level of image artifacts resulting from coupling as shown earlier
but with little time variation. On the other hand, Mi and Md have much worse SNR and
tend to amplify the time varying noise. SAR images corresponding to Mi and Md
corrected data would have a low level of image artifacts resulting from coupling but
would also have a high amount of noisy time variation. The reason that Mi and Md
perform worse for time-varying noise is the complex matrix inversions that are involved
in both corrections. Obviously, the degeneracy or near-degeneracy of R xyp , Ryy, and C are
to blame. Thus, more study is required to choose a better ideal field (i.e., different
transmitter), increase the number of training transmitter positions, etc.

Table 6.1. SNR and PU for Corrections on Experimental Data
SNR (dB)
PU (deg)

Raw
31.05 ± 7.35
3.98 ± 3.54

Mi
7.82 ± 6.96
33.73 ± 22.55

Md
3.54 ± 6.51
46.39 ± 25.94

Ms
32.96 ± 7.35
3.24 ± 2.89

The probability density functions (PDF) of the SNR for all corrections are
supplied in Fig. 6.7 to be used in conjunction with Table 6.1. The distribution of SNR is
rather wide, as shown in Fig. 6.7. This is due to the signal level as measured from an
element near the center of the 2D imaging array being much lower due to signal
attenuation than a signal level as measured nearest to a measurement port. Thus, the right
side of the plot corresponds to the SNR available from the elements near corners and the
left side of the plot corresponds to the SNR available from elements near the center of the
imaging array. Furthermore, this shows that the attenuation for elements in the middle of
the array is worse than what was used for the simulation. To summarize the results so far,

Mi and Md can correct for coupling for both simulation and experiment even though the
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experimental results were more difficult than simulation for two reasons: 1) higher level
of coupling and 2) lower available signal.

Raw
Mi

0.06

Md

0.05

Ms

PDF

0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0

-60

-40

-20

0
SNR (dB)

20

40

Figure 6.7. PDF of SNR for raw data and corrections.

6.7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR A TEST SPECIMEN
The balsawood test specimen, Specimen 1 from Section 5, was chosen to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the corrections for a more complicated target (i.e., than a
single transmitter). Data were collected by placing Specimen 1 approximately 30 mm, 50
mm, and 75 mm away from the collector array. The transmitter was centrally located 185
mm in front of the imaging array. Multi-frequency 2D SAR images were then generated
after coherently subtracting the transmitter from the scene, as shown in Fig. 6.8.
This experiment represents a significant challenge since it has already been
demonstrated that Mi and Md seem to amplify the time-varying noise. Thus, this noise
may compete with the signal level corresponding to the target since it is much lower level
than the transmitter. Furthermore, the correlation matrices were trained using transmitter
positions constrained to a plane 185 mm from the microwave imaging array and not at 30
mm, 50 mm, 75 m. Consequently, the estimate of the coupling from the correlation
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Mi

Md

Ms

(a) 30 mm

(b) 30 mm

(c) 30 mm

(d) 50 mm

(e) 50 mm

(f) 50 mm

(g) 75 mm

(h) 75 mm

(i) 75 mm

Figure 6.8. Specimen 1 at 30, 50 and 75 mm for corrections Mi, Md, and Ms.

matrices is incomplete and one must expect the images to be of relatively poor quality
compared to the best images obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.19.
Images from Ms corrected data show the destructive influence of the coupling if
left uncorrected, as shown in Figs. 6.8 (c), (f), and (i) for specimen distances of 30 mm,
50 mm, and 75 mm, respectively. Please note that Fig. 6.8 (c) is identical to Fig. 6.1(d).
Here as before, one may argue that the balsawood may be detected but not the rubber
pad. Also, the differences between the images show that the data correction and resulting
SAR images are a strong function of specimen distance. Images of the Mi corrected data
are much improved, as shown in Figs. 6.8 (a), (d), and (g); however, Fig. 6.8(a) is still
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worse than Fig. 6.1(b) from reasons already stated (particularly the imperfect estimation
of the correlation matrices). The same may be said for images from Md corrected data, as
shown in Figs. 6.8(b), (e), and (h). Consequently, these images demonstrate that the data
representing the balsawood and rubber pad can be recovered using Mi and Md resulting
in improved images even if the estimations of the correlation matrices are imperfect.

6.8. CONCLUSION
Mutual coupling and poor isolation in microwave imaging arrays can corrupt
output SAR images. Techniques exist to eliminate the effects of mutual coupling or to
autofocus SAR images, but they do not apply directly to SAR imaging using a
microwave imaging array. To the authors’ knowledge, no general technique exists to
uniquely determine and correct for coupling in an array for imaging purposes. To this
end, a correlation canceller was adapted to estimate the system properties of an example
2D microwave imaging array, the microwave camera [35], which was used to represent
future systems that could implement elements defined in [80] or [81]. Having obtained an
estimate of the system properties, one may correct or pre-process the raw measurements
and subsequently generate higher quality 3D or 2D SAR images. This adapted correlation
cancelling technique was proven to be successful through simulations and experiment for
a transmitter located 185 mm from the array, and different estimates of the correction
were compared showing the value of coupling correction. Furthermore, a specimen was
imaged after coherently subtracting the transmitter. It was shown that the correlation
canceller as trained for transmitter positions constrained to a plane in front of the array is
insufficient. Also, the corrected data and resulting image are strongly dependent upon
specimen distance. However, a better image of the specimen is still recovered for the
corrections that included coupling. For future work, a better estimate of the correlation
matrices may be made by using a volume of transmitter locations. From this it should be
possible to better estimate the corrections and limit the effect of time-varying noise (i.e.,
use more training data or chose a different transmitter or combination of transmitters for
training purposes).
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7. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Microwave and millimeter wave imaging for NDE has already been demonstrated
to be superior to other methods when imaging dielectric materials including but not
limited to composites, concrete-based structures, lightweight aerospace materials, and
security applications. SAR-based imaging techniques have many advantages compared to
other imaging methods like near-field imaging and lens focused imaging. These
advantages include focusing to an arbitrary point in space, images may be formed from a
spatially limited or low-density data set, and wideband data collection may be used to
obtain range resolution, and measurement at multiple frequencies may increase image
fidelity by the coherent addition of image information at those multiple frequencies.
Although, SAR algorithms are well understood (specifically ω-k and F-K or fast
SAR algorithms) for applications of airborne or space-borne SAR, GPR, etc.; their
application to microwave and millimeter wave NDE was at first not well understood.
More specifically, spatial sampling requirements and expressions for resolution as a
function of distance, aperture size, and beamwidth were not complete for the immediate
application to microwave and millimeter wave imaging for NDE purposes. Also, an
imaging system may be accelerated by reducing the amount of spatial samples to a
minimal amount. To this end, existing expressions for resolution were modified to
include simple corrections for microwave NDE including the near-field and square
aperture corrections. Furthermore, a detailed investigation by simulation of a point-target
was performed to test the expressions for resolution and explore different uniform spatial
sampling densities and witness the influence of spacing on multiple image metrics, which
was then confirmed by experiment. In the end, a set of generalized design curves were
obtained that enable a microwave engineer to intelligently select aperture size, sample
step size, antenna beamwidth, and operating frequency according to a given minimum
image quality. As such, SAR-based imaging for microwave and millimeter wave NDE
was more completely understood.
As CS and its application to microwave imaging becomes increasingly popular,
we should be reminded that CS is an extension of previous work in the sciences of
nonuniform sampling and digital alias-free signal processing (DASP). In the literature, it
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is shown that nonuniform sampling can support average sampling densities as half that of
Nyquist and still recover the information of the original continuous function through
reconstruction techniques. However, reconstruction techniques can be slow and
potentially unsuitable for real-time microwave imaging applications. To this end, another
study was performed into sampling for SAR-based microwave imaging now with
nonuniform sampling instead of uniform sampling so that the advantages of nonuniform
sampling could be quantified. The study was performed for interpolation, Fourier-based
reconstruction techniques, and no reconstruction. As such, the study was informative for
image formation for both offline (reconstruction) and online/real-time (no reconstruction)
purposes. Results were again confirmed by experiment and generalized so that a
microwave engineer may make informed decisions for aperture size, target distance,
reconstruction method, etc. when designing a SAR-based microwave imaging solution.
Real-time imaging is usually thought of as obtaining a full image in a short
amount of time like frames of a video. However, real-time imaging may also be thought
of as updating a SAR-based microwave image in real-time as data are collected over a
sample under test from a single microwave transceiver or probe. This is particularly
suitable for fast SAR methods when the imaging algorithm may be much faster than data
collection. Further advantages can be made if a user is manually scanning the probe while
interactively observing the SAR image as it is updated in real time. To this end, this
system was assembled and an investigation was made into its efficacy as an imaging
method for various samples under test. The data was also processed offline using the
above mentioned Fourier-based nonuniform reconstruction techniques, which enforce a
single spatial bandwidth for the entire data. In addition to these reconstruction techniques,
a novel multi-spatial-bandwidth SAR-based reconstruction technique was developed and
tested for the same data. As such, it was discovered that manual scanning in combination
with the multi-spatial-bandwidth was superior to the others. Consequently, a provisional
patent application was filed for this methodology.
Real-time imaging can be much improved by the combination of images at
multiple frequencies since there are great advantages to the coherent addition of
information. To this end, a microwave camera originally developed to operate only at 24
GHz was upgraded to operate for ~1 GHz bandwidth, which was within the capability of
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the original synthesizers used. However, some of the approximations used in the original
design were valid only for single frequency and not multi-frequency measurement. As
such, the original design prevented the coherent addition of information. The two issues
addressed were the transition between elements affecting the data stream and phase
uncertainty. Thus, software modifications were performed to identify and exclude the
transition between elements from the data stream. Hardware modifications were
performed on the receiver to eliminate sources of phase uncertainty. In the end, the
microwave camera was not only improved with multi-frequency capability but also better
single frequency performance. Images of different specimens were provided to
demonstrate the new capability of the multi-frequency microwave camera.
Real-time microwave cameras like the one mentioned above may suffer from
mutual coupling between antenna elements or poor isolation of antenna elements and the
internal system. Correction methods based on the well-known correlation cancelling
technique were created and tested through simulation of a point-source for a 2D
microwave imaging array. They were compared to an existing method that does not
correct for coupling so that the effect of coupling on the final image could be seen and
compared to. Also, the same correction was applied to a version of the microwave camera
that had coupling deliberately increased along the columns of the array, which was
consistent with simulation. It was seen that, although the correction was able to reduce
the effects of coupling, the correction was also more sensitive to time-varying noise,
which is most likely due to the matrix inversions performed in the coupling correction.
Images from a sample under test show the efficacy of the method for more complicated
targets.
The work already performed is thorough; however, there is always room for
future study and improvement. The multi-spatial-bandwidth SAR-based reconstruction
technique may be improved if combined with the regularization parameters available in
CS techniques. Currently, the reconstruction technique only uses the constraint that the
SAR-based transformed data must be transformed back to the original data and that
information should only exist within the multi-spatial-bandwidth, which is consistent
with nonuniform sampling methods and DASP. CS enables reconstruction to be
performed with additional parameters according to image metrics that may be optimized
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like the contrast, sparsity, etc. These parameters may allow the SAR-based multibandwidth reconstruction to better fill missing data or information for scenarios where
the original sampled data is deliberately spatially under-sampled.
The current multi-frequency microwave camera takes a full 1.3 seconds to gather
information from one data frame. As such, it cannot produce multiple frames per second
and it requires that the specimen under test not move during measurement. More
specifically, the current camera has a great deal of time wasted since the FPGA control
cannot also control and wait for the synthesizers responsible for the operating frequency.
One solution is to dispel with FPGA control in favor of full control by a DAQ card like
those available from National Instruments. In this way, a digital control stream
responsible for switching between array elements and operating frequency can be
precisely synchronized with an analog input stream responsible for measuring all relevant
data. Unfortunately, it is forecasted that this strategy can only decrease the time required
for one data frame to 0.5 seconds. The bottleneck remaining is the slow switching speed
of the synthesizers. Therefore, a future design of the camera may require different
sources that either switch faster or may be swept with sophisticated coordination. Also,
the design may instead be pulsed per element on the array or per select elements.
Microwave imaging array calibration may also be improved so that the matrices
used to correct for coupling do not amplify (or minimally amplify) the time-varying noise
of measurement. Thus, the matrices may be subject to future work including noise
regularization or degeneracy regularization techniques. Also, since the correction
matrices are derived from the correlation matrices, the end correction is greatly
dependent upon the input data used to form the correlation, and the input data is
dependent upon the transmitter locations used. Thus, more transmitter locations may be
used in a volume in front of the array rather than constrained to a plane a fixed distance
from the array. Also, a better positioning system may be used to reduce the positional
uncertainty of the transmitter location. Another way to improve the correction is to form
a custom illumination incident to the array either by a different transmitter or the
combination of simultaneously emitting transmitters. Furthermore, it may be possible to
coherently add calibration data before forming the correlation matrices according to the
rules of synthetic aperture techniques to synthesize a custom illumination if hardware is
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limited. Lastly, a better correction may be formed according to metric based optimization
techniques as the microwave camera is used over its lifetime. As such, an improved
correction may be estimated per each use by adjusting the correction matrices to improve
the SNR or contrast of the image. This estimation of the correction may then be
augmented and improved for subsequent measurements.
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APPENDIX
DETAILS FOR MULTI-SPATIAL BANDWIDTH RECONSTRUCTION
A.1 INTRODUCTION
Presented in this appendix are further details and insight into the multi-bandwidth
reconstruction including truncation repair and coarse-segmentation as mentioned in
Section 4. They are a direct result of the evolution of the multi-spatial bandwidth
reconstruction algorithm, Method 4. Thus, the algorithm presented here is referred to as
Method 4-Coarse. This additional information is described in such a way as to augment
the dissertation rather than give a history of the discoveries as they occurred in
chronological order. As such, this appendix is an addendum specifically for Section 4.
Therefore nomenclature first introduced in Section 4 is reused here without
reintroduction.
To this end, the truncation repair used in R-1 in Section 4 is described in detail.
This is followed by a description of Method 4-Coarse including coarse-segmentation for
multi-spatial bandwidth reconstruction. Finally, a simulation for six point-targets is
provided to compare and contrast the efficacy of Methods 2, 3, and 4.

A.2 TRUNCATION REPAIR
The truncation repair in Fig. 4.4(b) is an important step in ensuring the accuracy
of the R-1 transform. Without it, the error incurred in the 1D NUFFT along z may explode
after a few iterations for some iterative reconstruction techniques (i.e., compressive
sensing (CS)). The truncation repair was developed to quickly and accurately to
deconvolve the effect of the truncation along z from the estimate of the spectrum in kz. Its
derivation follows with important relationships expressed also in terms of linear algebra
to finally express the truncation repair in terms of an inverse matrix.
Since truncation repair is only performed for the 1D NUFFT along z, without
losing generality we may simplify the nomenclature from S(kx,ky,z) to S(z), which is
sampled at Nz uniform locations (zn) and express it as the column vector S:
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[

S = S1 , S 2 , K , S N z

]

T

(83)

We choose the uniform image step size ∆z to be less than or equal to the range resolution
δz such that

δz =

ν

2( f max − f min )

(84)

for the range -Rmax ≤ zn ≤ Rmax, where Rmax is the maximum unambiguous range for the
propagating wave along the z axis from the aperture and is defined as

Rmax =

ν
4π∆f

(85)

where ∆f is the frequency step size [11]. Similarly, let us reduce D(kx,ky,kz) notation to the
continuous function D(kz)

Nf

D (k z ) = ∑ Dmδ (k z − k zm )
m =1

(86)

sampled at Nf nonuniform samples located at kzm with the values defined by the column
vector D with elements Dm, where δ(.) is the continuous Dirac delta function.
Furthermore, let D(kz) be the 1D discrete time Fourier transform (DTFT) of S along z if S
could extend from -∞ to +∞, [82]:

S = DTFTz−1 {D (k z )}

(87)

D (k z ) = DTFT z {S}

(88)

However, it is computationally impossible to compute the SAR image for an infinite
range. Therefore, only the spectrum from the truncated SAR image is available
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ˆ ⋅ S}
D ′(k z ) = DTFT z {m

(89)

where the prime notation represents the spectral estimate after truncation. The values of
D′(kz) sampled at kzm can be also be represented by the vector D′ with elements D′m. The
truncation is modeled by the masking (i.e., window) vector with elements defined by

N
N

1 − z ≤ n ≤ z
mˆ n = 
2
2
0
otherwise

(90)

Knowing that multiplication in the z domain is equivalent to convolution in the kz
domain, the following relationship holds
DTFTZ
ˆ ⋅ S ←
m
→ Mˆ (k z ) ∗ D(k z ) = D′(k z )

where

∗

(91)

denotes convolution operation and M̂ (kz ) is the corresponding spectrum to m̂

given as [82]:

Mˆ (k z ) =

∞

∑ mˆ e
n

n = −∞

− jn∆zk z

=

sin (∆zk z ( N z + 1) / 2 )
sin (∆zk z / 2 )

(92)

The difference between D(kz) and D′(kz) is the truncation error, and this error may be
reduced by using known error minimization methods [38],[40]. However, these methods
are unnecessarily computationally complex compared to simply solving for and storing
the matrix representation of the truncation repair (i.e., the deconvolution of M̂ (kz ) ).
To deconvolve the effect of truncation efficiently, let us formulate the convolution
in (91) in matrix form

ˆD
D′ = M

(93)
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such that
 Mˆ 11

 Mˆ
ˆ
M =  21
 M
 Mˆ N f ,1


Mˆ 12
Mˆ

Mˆ 1, N f 

L Mˆ 2, N f 
O
M 
L Mˆ N f , N f 

L

22

M
Mˆ N f ,2

(94)

where for some row r and column c

Mˆ rc = Mˆ (kzr − k zc )
If

M̂

(95)

is invertible, the original signal D can be recovered exactly by deconvolving the

spectrum representation of the window function

(96)

ˆ −1 D ′
D=M

This is referred to as truncation repair in Fig. 4.4(b). Additionally,

ˆ −1
M

may be stored for

all combinations of (kx, ky) and used for later reprocessing if necessary. This is practical
since the number of frequencies, Nf, is usually much smaller than Nz for NDE
applications. Therefore, R-SAR can be performed both quickly and accurately.
The R-SAR transform can only be performed successfully if

ˆ −1
M

exists. For this

to be true, the following three requirements must be met.
A.

Frequencies of Measurement Must be Known. The frequencies f used in the

measurement d(x,y,f) must be known so that the contributions of these frequencies in the
SAR image s(x,y,z) can be determined. This is in contrast to the more general problem for
which the frequencies of the system may be unknown. In short, the SAR imaging system
must be well defined so that SAR and R-SAR form an accurate pair.
B.

Support Functions Cannot Overlap. The main lobes of the function M̂ (kz ) in

(92) as referred to by M̂rc in (95) must not overlap. Given that

∆k z =

4π∆f

ν

(97)
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Z max − Z min = ∆ zN z

(98)

it can be shown that the following condition must be met

Z max − Z min ≥

C.

ν
2 ∆f

= 2 Rmax

(99)

Sampling of SAR Image Along z Must Satisfy the Nyquist Rate. The uniform

discrete image sampling increment ∆z must be less than or equal to half that of the range
resolution to satisfy the Nyquist rate

∆z ≤

δz
2

=

ν

4( f max − f min )

(100)

This prevents the occurrence of aliasing error in the 1D NUFFT of the R-SAR transform.

A.3 METHOD 4-COARSE SEGMENTATION
Similar to Method 4 described in Section 4, which could be described as fine
segmentation, the multi-bandwidth reconstruction can be performed also for coarse
segmentation, hereafter referred to as Method 4-Coarse. Chronologically, this method
was discovered before the fine segmentation. Method 4-Coarse uses the truncation repair
as described above and internally uses Method 2 for the first (i.e., intermediate) image
and then Method 3 for the partial data obtained from every coarse segment. The resulting
image of Method 4 and Method 4-Coarse will be shown later to be nearly identical.
However, the calculation complexity of Method 4-Coarse increases with the number of
image segments whereas Method 4 does not. Hence, Method 4-Coarse was an
incremental step in the evolution of the algorithm that would later result in Method 4. The
definition of Method 4-Coarse relies upon the definition of the SAR and R-SAR
transforms, as shown in Fig. A.1. It is a simple extension of Fig. 4.4 with the last 2D FFT
included.
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Nonuniform Data
Nonuniform Data

d′(x′,y′,f)
d′(x′,y′,f)

2D NUFFT

-1

D′(kx,ky,f)

2D NUFFT
D′(kx,ky,f)

Move Reference

D(kx,ky,f)

f ← f(kz )

D(kx,ky,f)

Move Reference
kz ← kz( f )

D(kx,ky,kz)
D(kx,ky,kz)

1D NUFFT

Truncation Repair
D(kx,ky,kz)

-1

S(kx,ky,z)

1D NUFFT
S(kx,ky,z)

2D FFT-1
2D FFT
s(x,y,z)

s(x,y,z)

SAR Image
SAR Image

(a)

(b)

Figure A.1. SAR algorithms (a) Forward (SAR) and (b) Reverse (R-SAR).

The overall algorithm of Method 4-Coarse is shown in Fig A.2. It begins with
measurements nonuniformly sampled in space, which is represented by d′(x′,y′,f) where
the primed coordinates indicate measurement samples. The data may either be gathered
manually as a user moves a probe over an area or gathered automatically (i.e., as an
automated system moves a probe along a predetermined path or an array electronically
switches between measuring antennas). The general approach of Method 4-Coarse is to:

1) Compute an initial SAR image (so) using Method 2 (i.e., without reconstruction
which is poor quality)
2) Segment the image coarsely into N segments
3) Transform the image segments back to their corresponding partial data using
R-SAR
4) Reconstruct the partial data for every segment using Method 3 and a custom
spatial bandwidth (Ω) related to the expected resolution of that segment
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5) Recombine (i.e., sum) the reconstructed partial data into a uniformly sampled
d(x,y,f)
6) Compute the SAR image from d(x,y,f) resulting in a high-quality SAR image

d′(x′,y′,f)

Input Data
SAR

so(x,y,z)
Divide into N
Segments (z)
s1(x,y,z)
s2(x,y,z)

sN(x,y,z)

R-SAR
R-SAR

R-SAR

d′1(x′,y′,f)
d′2(x′,y′,f)

d′N(x′,y′,f)

Reconstruction (Ωo = Ω1)
Reconstruction (Ωo = Ω2)

Reconstruction (Ωo = ΩN)

d1(x,y,f)
d2(x,y,f)

dN(x,y,f)

d(x,y,f)
SAR
Image

Recombine Data
s(x,y,z)

Figure A.2. Method 4-Coarse for SAR image reconstruction.

The SAR image so(x,y,z) may be divided into N segments in multiple ways. For
instance, segmentation may be performed to form stratified segments stacked along the z
axis, as shown in Fig. A.3(a). The thickness of the segments may be chosen arbitrarily by
the user; however, it is useful to divide the image according to the expected range
resolution δz as described above. Thus, N ≈ Zmax / δz. Consequently, segment 1 (s1) is
bounded between -δz ≤ z ≤ δz, segment 2 (s2) is bounded between -2δz ≤ z ≤ -δz and δz ≤ z
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≤ 2δz, etc. However, arbitrary or amorphous segmentations may also be performed (e.g.,
user defined or automatic segmentation procedures like the watershed algorithm [83]), as
shown in Fig. A.3(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure A.3. Segmentation (a) stratified and (b) amorphous.

A.4 SIMULATION RESULTS
This section demonstrates the performance of the algorithms using simulated data.
A square aperture size with aperture dimensions ax = ay = 10λ was used consisting of
antennas with similar radiation properties to [35]. These antennas measured the complex
reflection coefficient for 31 uniformly sampled frequencies in Ku-Band (12.4-18 GHz).
The measuring locations were selected randomly but not independently such that a
minimum distance (∆m) between antennas was maintained, identical to Section 3. Three
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different ∆m were selected to show the performance of the algorithms for different
sampling (0.3λ, 0.5λ, and 0.7λ). Six point scatterers were placed in the scene to ideally
scatter signal back to the aperture for distances 2.5λ, 5λ, 7.5λ, 10λ, 12.5λ, and 15λ. White
Gaussian noise was injected into the nonuniform measurements to correspond to an SNR
of 30 dB. The simulation was set up such that each scatterer had the same scattering
coefficient. Consequently, the scattered signal attenuates as a function of distance (distant
scatterers are weaker).
For comparison, the same nonuniform data was processed into SAR images using:
a) Method 2 with no reconstruction, b) Method 3 with reconstruction using a single
spatial bandwidth, c) Method 4-Coarse reconstruction using stratified range segments
with smooth transitions and thickness equal to the range resolution (δz), and d) Method 4
reconstruction identical to Section 4. These were compared not only to each other but
also to an image formed from noiseless, high-density measurements (i.e., an ideal case).
To render images so that interpretation is simple, the images were auto-scaled as a
function of z to make all scatterers appear with the same brightness. Therefore, the image
appears noisier for large z as the scattered signal drops to the level of the noise or the
error remaining after reconstruction. Results for different ∆m will be provided for
Methods 2, 4-Coarse, and 4 followed by results from Method 3.
Results for the ∆m = 0.3λ are shown in Fig. A.4, which corresponds to a
measurement made with only 44% of the measurements required as determined by the
proper sampling of λ/4. In Fig. A.4(a), the ideal image shows the six scatterers in their
proper locations and some noise-like artifacts appear on the bottom. These artifacts
originate from the numerical noise (rounding errors) competing with the relatively low
signal strength of the farthest scatterers. In Fig A.4(b), the image from Method 2 shows a
large level of artifacts on the bottom of the image, which is partly due to noise but mostly
due to the lack of any reconstruction. In Fig A.4(c), Method 4-Coarse reconstruction
shows that the artifacts can be greatly reduced, thereby allowing a better view of the
scatterers. Method 4 reconstruction reduces these artifacts even more, which shows that a
near ideal image may still be formed from the under-sampled measurements, as shown in
Fig. A.4(d).
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Results for ∆m = 0.5λ (17% of proper) and ∆m = 0.7λ (8% of proper) are shown in
Figs. A.5 and A.6, respectively. These show that for decreasing sampling density, the
images from Method 2, 4-Coarse, and 4 have an increasing level of artifacts. The image
of Method 2 is always the worst since no reconstruction is performed. Method 4-Coarse
and 4 have an increased level of background artifacts as compared to the ideal image, but
the scatterers can still be easily recognized and brightness adjustment (not shown) can be
easily performed to improve the images further.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.4. SAR reconstruction results (∆m = 0.3λ, ∆ ≈ 0.4λ, 44%) for
(a) Ideal, (b) Method 2, (c) Method 4-Coarse, (d) Method 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.5. SAR reconstruction results (∆m = 0.5λ, ∆ ≈ 0.6λ, 17%) for
(a) Ideal, (b) Method 2, (c) Method 4-Coarse, (d) Method 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.6. SAR reconstruction results (∆m = 0.7λ, ∆ ≈ 0.9λ, 8%) for
(a) Ideal, (b) Method 2, (c) Method 4-Coarse, (d) Method 4.

Method 3 demonstrates the power of Method 4 and Method 4-Coarse by counterexample. The same data used for Fig. A.5 was used to make Fig. A.7. Since Method 3
only supports a single spatial bandwidth, that one bandwidth (with cutoff frequency Ω)
must apply to the entire volume for point targets both near and far. Therefore, the
selection of Ω must be made with some a priori information of the targets being imaged.
Figure A.7. shows the reconstruction resulting from Method 3 for Ω = π/0.1, π/0.5, and
π/0.9 in Figs. A.7 (b), (c), and (d), respectively. In Fig. A.7(a), the spatial bandwidth is
much too large, which allows a high level of artifacts to appear in the image. In Fig.
A.7(b), the bandwidth selection is moderately acceptable, although, it has a higher level
of shading occurring in the image as compared to Fig. A.5(c) and (d). Also, the resolution
is lost for the point-targets nearer to the aperture. Figure A.7 (d) shows that if the spatial
bandwidth is too narrow that the point-targets are blurred and shading increases.
Consequently, one should always desire Method 4 or 4-Coarse for reconstruction
purposes from nonuniform measurements.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.7. SAR reconstruction results for Method 3 (∆m = 0.5λ, ∆ ≈ 0.6λ, 17%) for
(a) Ideal, (b) Ω = π/0.1, (c) Ω = π/0.5, (d) Ω = π/0.9.

A.5 SUMMARY
The truncation repair used in Section 4 was described in detail as well as an
alternative to Method 4 that uses coarse image segmentation, which was referred to as
Method 4-Coarse. Chronologically, Method 4-Coarse had been an invaluable step in the
developments that later formed the basis for Method 4. A simulation of six point-targets
was provided to demonstrate the efficacy of Method 4-Coarse as well as to further
demonstrate the advantages of Method 4 over Methods 2 and 3.
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